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BACULA OF N O R T H  AMERICAN MAMMALSX 
SEVENTEENTH century inorphologists were aware 01 the presence 01 a bacululll 
(0s priapi, Ruthenknochen) in certain mammals. Thus, Perrault in 1666 
(see Perrault, 1733) was one 01 the first, if not the first, to mention this bone. 
Daubenton (1758-1767), according to Retterer and Neuville (1913) was 
the first to give a comprehensive account of it: "sur les 50 espkces de mamnli- 
fkres dont Daubenton a decrit 1'0s pknien, il y a 17 types de carnivores." 
I n  addition to the carnivores, he listed the bone for primates, bats, moles, 
pinnipeds, and rodents. Pallas (1767) described and figured the bone for 
three rnustelids and the beaver and later (Pallas, 1778) he described and 
figured it  for the beaver, ground squirrel, and lemming. De Blainville 
(1839) included accou~lts ol inore than 40 species in his Ostcograpl~ie, and 
Carus and Otto (1840) described several species. G. Cuvier (1846:208-09) 
added to the growing literature 011 the baculum. 
T h e  work up to this tirne was almost entirely on Old World forms. 
Maximilian (1862) mentioned or gave short descriptions and figu~es of 
the bones of eight carnivores and four rodents iroin North America. Strange- 
ly, he stated 01 the muskrat (p. 171-72) "Penis des Mannchens ohne 
Knochen." 
Alter ;L lapsc of some 25 years, Retterer (1887) studied the develop- 
ment of the bone in rodents, Arndt (1889) made a study chiefly of the 
cainivores, and Gilbert (1892) summarized the literature to that date in a 
paper dealing exclusively with the baculum. In his classical work on the 
rodents, Tullhcrg (1899) described the bone for 31 kinds, many of which 
werc figuled. About halt 01 these were New World species. Lothar Pohl 
initiated ;L series of studies that resulted in pu1)lications on the Mustelidae 
(1909) ant1 carnivores and pinnipeds (1911), among othcrs. The  mustelids 
also rcceivetl brief attention lrom Retterer and Neuville (1913) and a more 
extensive treatment Crorn Pocock (1918). T h e  latter, following the lead of 
Thomas (1915), also studied the bacula of the Procyonidae (1921) and the 
Sciuridae (1923). Although not the first to recogni~e the significance of this 
elcrncnt in the classification of mammals, Pocock stressed its importance, 
particularly in his study of the squirrels (1923). Vinogradov (1925) followed 
shortly with a study of the Dipodidae and Zapodidae, in which hc stressed 
the inlportance of this element in classification. 
T h e  first really comprehenrive study of the bacula of all mammals was 
that o l  Chaine (1925). Most of the species treated are of the Old World, 
but some New World kinds are included. The  literature on the subject 
is assembled in one place and descriptions are given for all kinds known to 
+ Funds for the publication of this monograph were derived from the income on the 
endowment of the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, and made available 
by tlie Executive Board of that School as Project R No. 32-Museum of Zoology. 
hini at that tiliie. This is a niost useful work lor anyone stuclying the bacula 
ol mammals. 
Argyropulo (1%9) studied the bone, as well as the soft parts, in the 
Murinae, Tobinaga (1938) publishetl on the bacula ol several Asiatic 
mammals and Ogncv in his work on the mammals of the USSR describes 
and figurcs the bacula ol many kinds. Recently, Didier has had a series of 
papers (1 5 in Mamrnalia) which, combined, constitute the most up-to-date 
sun~lnation of our knowledge ol the baculum. Unlortunately, Didier gives 
Sew relerences and little interpretation. In sonie of the recent large works 
on man~mals, such as Weber and TraitC de Zoologie, the baculum is treated 
briefly. 
In this country, no one seems to have considered the bacululn worthy 
of study, probably owing to scarcity ol material, until Ruth (1934) pt11)- 
lished a paper on the developnlent of the bone in the rat and I followed 
with a study of the bacula of Perognathus and Dipodonzys (Burt, 1936). 
Since then, a riuniber ol short papers, each on one or two species oS North 
An~erican mammals, have appeared in the literature. In addition, studics 
ol genera or lamilies have been made by Wade and Gilbert (1940) on 
squirrels, Hurt and Barkalow (1942) on woodrats, Haillilton on lnicroti~ies 
(1946) and vespertilionid bats (1949), White (1953 a and 0 )  on chipnlunks, 
l<rutzscli (1951) on Zapodidae, Krutzsch ant1 Vaughan (1955) on additional 
vespertilionid bats and T a d a ~ i d a ,  and Dearden (1958) on iriicrotines. 
In the present study, I havc excluded the bats and the cats. The  Ameri- 
can insectivores, to my knowledge, have not been investigated lor this 
element. I t  appears in some of the Old World forms. 
I have not treated all groups equally. In those where I believe this 
character is important in showing relationshil>s, I have given it extra con- 
sideration. Furthermore, I have not treated the os clitoridis in detail. I t  
is usually a srnall bone, often with the appearance of an undevelopetl 
baculum ol the same species. Owen (1868:699) mentioned the presence of 
an "ossicle" in females of thc seal and polar bear. Since then, many authors 
have mentioned this element. I t  is known to occur in the Chiroptera, 
Primates, Carnivora, Pinnipedia, and Roclentia. Sinlokawa (1938) and 
Layne (1954) have summarizecl the literature, and Layne has studied the 
element in the Sciuridae. He found it in all that he examined (8 genera, 
28 species). I suspect that the bone is present in most, if not all, of the 
species that have a baculum. 
All measurements are in millimeters. I have thought it unnecessary to 
indicate this after each measurement. Averages are in parentheses following 
the range. Many samples are small and ages are unknown, therelore, sta- 
tistical treatment seems inadvisable. Orientation, when known, is with 
relerence to the erected organ. 
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MATERIALS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
T h e  collection ol bacula now in the Museum of Zoology has been ac- 
cuinulating since 1930 when I first started saving them. Many others have 
since contributed to this collection. Our staff, especially Emmet T. Hooper 
and graduate students, have made a special effort to save this part of each 
specimen. T o  them I am most grateful. A few of those who have kept us in 
mind through the years nlay be mentioned, with the knowledge that I am 
probably omitting some-to those, my sincere apologies. Froin Western 
United States, where this all started, my thanks to Laurencce M. Huey, 
Luther Little, Arthur G. Barr, Seth B. Benson, Murray L. Johnson, and 
Williain L. Jellison. Previous students who have continued to supply ma- 
terial are Bur ton T. Ostenson, Frederick S. Barkalow, Jr., Harold E. Broad- 
l~ooks, William 0 .  Pruitt, Edmund A. Hibbard, H .  F. Quick, and Andrew 
Starrett. 
T h e  material is preservcd in two ways: (1) dry, with tlle tissues removed 
and (2) cleared, stained, and preserved in glycerin. I t  is best to have both 
kinds of preservation. Dry material is Inore easily and accurately measured, 
and the character of the bone is more evident. Cleared and stained material 
gives the orientation and the relationship of the bone to surrounding tissues. 
A substantial amount of thc material used for this study was collected 
on expeditions supported by the Faculty Research Fund (Project No. 466) 
ant1 by a Grant Cram the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies. 
SPECIES ACCOUNTS 
FAMILY URSIDAE 
From the small sample at hand, and froin illustrations in the literature, 
it appears that differences in the bacula of bears are slight. Didier (1950) 
has given a good account of them. I have hut two species represented in the 
adult Corm, Ursus nmericnnus (Pl. 1,g) and U .  sitkensis (Pl. 1,h). Through 
the middle, the bones are triangular in cross section. At the ends, they are 
oval. From the enlarged basal end, the bone tapers gradually to near the 
tip where it again enlarges slightly. T h e  bone may be nearly straight or it 
may curve slightly upward or downward. Individual variation seems to be 
primarily in length and thickness of the bone. In three specimens of 
americanus from Michigan, the longest bone is the thinnest. The  one speci- 
men o l  sitltensis is heavier and thicker than any of the americanus, but is 
similar in other respects. An os clitoridis is present in Urszls and Thalarctos. 
Measurements ol three bones ol americanus from Michigan and one of 
s i tken~is  from Baranol Island, Alaska, are, in that order: length, 150.1, 140.4, 
1G6.8, 156.5; height o f  base, 12.4, 11 . l ,  10.9, 15.3; width of base, 9.1, 9.1, 7.9, 
14.6. 
The  genera Procyon, Nnsua, Potos, Bnssariscus and Jentinkin are repre- 
sented in our collections. Close relationships are indicated between Procyon 
and Nnszla, but Potos, Bnssariscz~s and Jentinkia each has a quite distinctive 
baculum-an indication of more distant relationships. I do not have a repre- 
sentative of Bassaricyon, nor do I find an illustration of its baculum. Hollis- 
ter (1915:149) macle the following statement: "0s penis small, 32 mm. in 
length, slightly bowed, and much less distinctly bilobed anteriorly than in 
Procyon or Euprocyon." This would indicate a terminal end similar to that 
in the raccoon and, therefore, closer relationships with Procyon than shown 
by Potos, Bassnriscu~s or ,Jentinkia. Pocock (1921) described and figured the 
bacula of the Procyonidae in some detail. He found this character, along 
with many others, to be of value in indicating relationships. There is con- 
siderable diversity in structure of bacula of different genera. This argues 
lor distinct genera possibly by Lower Miocene times, although some are not 
represented in the fossil record until later. 
Procyon lotor.-This raccoon has the largest baculum of any of the 
procyonids. I t  has been described and figured many times, and is best 
known, perhaps, of all the bacula. From the enlarged base, the bone curves 
gently upward for two-thirds to three-fourths its length, then curves rather 
abruptly downward. The  shalt gradually tapers from base to near the tip 
where it broadens to end in two condyle-like projections (Pl. 11. i). There 
is some variation in cross-sectional outline of the base, which is usually 
about equal in height and width, and in the sharpness of the curves. I see 
no geographic trends in the available material. Age variation is principally 
in length and thickness of the bone. An os clitoridis is present (Rinker, 
1 944). 
The  bone has bcen used by tailors as a ripping tool as well as an instru- 
ment for taking out basting; the proximal end was sharpened to a fine 
point (Jaeger, 1947). 
Measurenlents of 18 adult specimens from Florida (12), Texas (2), 
Michigan (2), and North Dakota (2) are: length (taken along a line as 
nearly parallel to the shaft as possible; some error here), 93.4-1 11.5 (104.1); 
height of base, 5.8-10.3 (8.3); width of tip, 5.7-8.7 (7.1). 
Procyon cancriuorils.-The baculum of this species (Pl. 11, j) reselnbles 
that of lotor, but the shaft is nearly straight (there is a slight curvature) and 
more delicate (at least in the one specimen available). Didier's (1950) fig- 
ures and measurements indicate a thick, heavy bone. The  two species of 
Procyon are readily distinguisllecl by this bone alone. 
Measurements of one specimen from British Guiana are: length, 106.3; 
height of base, 6.3; width of tip, 5.7. 
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Nnsua narica.-The illustrations by Pocock (1921), Chaine (1925), and 
Didier (1950) ale all of South American representatives (piobably Naszln 
nns~ra). Pohl's (191 1) illustration of the bone of his "Naszia ruja" seemes to 
be nclncn, and the one he calls "na7icnn appears to be the South American 
species (T.8, figs. 52-54). I have three specime~ls irom Guatemala (2) and 
Ari7ona (I). The  shaft may curve sliglltly upward or be nearly straight 
just anterior to the enlarged base (PI. 11, 11). I n  any event, it tapers gradu- 
ally to near the tip where it  expands into a bilobed terminus which is flat on 
the dorsal side. On the ventral side, just posterior to the lobes, is a small 
median projection. In the South American representatives figuietl, and in 
our collections, the terminus is similar except that there arc no lateral lobes 
anrl there is no ventral projection; they are similar to Rnssarisczrs astzltzls in 
this respect. T h e  [emale has an os clitoridis (Layne, 1954). 
Rileasurenlents ol two adults lrom Guatemala (1) and Arizona (1) are: 
length, 87.6, 87.5; height 01 base, 5.7, 6.5; width of tip, 7.3, 8.0. 
Uassarisc~ir nstzrtz~s.-This ringtail has the simplest baculuill oE any of 
tlxe North Ameiican procyonids. I t  has been figured by Klainville (1839), 
and Pocock (1921). From the enlarged base, the bonc tapers rather evenly 
to near the distal end where it flattens dorsoventrally with a lateral expan- 
sion (PI. 11, 1). Viewing the bone lrom its lateral aspect, i t  curves gently 
upward then downward toward the tip. One specimen froin Michoacin is 
50 mm. long; height of base, 1.8; width ol tip, 4.2 T h e  same measurements 
for a spcci~nen liom Ari7ona are: 43.6, 3.0, 3.1. 
Remarks.-Except for s i~e ,  the bone is similar to those from South Amer- 
ican representatives ol Ains~ta (qee above). 
fentznkin szrmzc1zrastz.-The shaft may be nearly straight (Liinnberg, 
191 1) or curved downwa~d irom the enlarged proximal end (IJAIIhlIZ 
109692). Base higher than wide. Theie  is a condyle-like enlargenlent on the 
tip; proximal to this, on the ventral side, are two tubeicles (Liinnberg, 
191 1) or short ridges with a median depression (UMMZ). Lonnberg's speci- 
men l r o ~ n  Costa Rica was "43 min." long. 
Measurements of one specirnen from Oaxaca ale: length, 47.0; width 
of base, 2.7; height ol base, 4.3; width of tip, 1.8. 
Remarks.-The bacu1u1-n of rztmiclzrasti differs markedly from that of 
astzitzir and supports the thesis o l  generic distinction. 
Potos flavz~r.-The bone war described and figured by Pocock (1921). 
Froin the slightly enlarged basal end, the shalt tapers gradually to near the 
tip where it blanches into four condyle-like processes. The  snlaller pro- 
cesses point upward and outward, the larger downward and outward 
(PI. 11, g). T h e  \halt curves gently upward then downwaid to~vard the tip 
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in one specimen, and is nearly straight in another. The  four processes on 
the distal end are unique in the Procyonidae. 
Measurements oS the one bone from Chiapas are: length, 74.6; dorso- 
ventral diameter of base, 5.1; width of tip, 5.2. Another, from Guatemala, 
measures: 79.0, 7.3, 6.0. 
The  diversity in this large family of carnivores is displayed in the bacula 
as well as in other nlorphological characters. Within each genus there is 
considerable uniformity, but between genera there is little. Tlie geneia 
Mephitis and Spilogale show similarities, but each of the other genera has 
its own peculiar type of baculurn. This, to me, indicates fairly early separd- 
tion at the generic level. 1 have not seen a baculum ol Conepatzlr, but 
Didier's (1948) illustration of one from the South American C. chil~nsrl- 
shows i t  to be quite different from either Mephitis or Spilognle. 
GENERA Mephitis AND Spilogale 
Mephitis mephitis.-The striped skunk has the simplest baculuin of any 
mustelid examined. I t  is a slender sl~icule, slightly enlarged at the basal end, 
which tapers gradually to the distal end. There is usually a gradual curvc 
in the shaft (PI. 111, b), and the distal end is sometimes slightly enlarged 
and recurved, but not noticeably. 
Measurements of nine adult spccimcns from Michigan (2) and Montana 
(7) are: length, 20.1-22.8 (21.2); height of base, 0.8-1.3 (0.98); width 01 
base, 0.8-1.3 (1.0). The  series is not large enough to demonstrate geographic 
variation. 
Spilogale putorius.-The baculum is a thin, slightly curved spicule. The  
basal end is sculptured (PI. 111, a). In this respect i t  sonlewhat resembles 
certain species oi Musteln, but here the resemblance ceases. 
Measurements of two adult specimens from Alabama (1) and Florida (1) 
are, respectively: length, 22.1, 18.8; height of base, 1.1, 1.2; width of base, 
1.2, 1.0. 
Remarks.-Two young (1 )  specimens from Montana and Texas have 
simple, rounded bases, and are considerably shorter than the two listed 
above. Their lengths ale 15.1 and 11.7, respectively. 
Within this genus the bacula vary in size, rugosity of the basal end, and 
sharpness of curvature on the distal end. However, they all possess the ven- 
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tral gloove along tile distal two-thirds or three-fourths of the shaft and all 
have slight asymmetry at the distal end. They are recognizable as belonging 
to Mustcla and nothing else. In the North American species, frenata and 
ernzinea are similar in the gently sweeping curvature of the distal end, while 
rixosa, vi~on, and ~zigripes each has a sharply curved, hook-like distal end 
(Pl. 111). There is some geographic variation, as will be pointed out in the 
species ;tccounts. Age vaiiation seems to be a matter of size and rugoslty, 
especially ol the basal end. The  female has a small os clitoridis. 
Mztstela ermines.-This species has the simplest baculum in the genus. 
From the base, which may be simple, round, and of smaller diameter than 
the middle of the shaft, as shown in the illustration (PI. 111, c), or rugose 
;rnd enlarged as shown for frenata (PI. 111, d), the shaft curves gently down- 
ward then upward to the tip. I t  is the left side of the tip that is extended to 
give it asymmetry. Four specimens from Minnesota and three from South 
Dakota all have small, rounded bases. The  specimens from South Dakota 
may bc ol young animals as they are considerably shorter (14.0- 
16.6 mm.) than those from Minnesota (20.9-21.2 m~n.).  In a series of 32 
specimens from British Columbia, ten have small rounded bases (some 
obviously young) and 22 have rugose bases similar to that shown for frenata 
(Pl. 111, d). I believe this is not entirely owing to age as some with rugose 
bases are shorter than some with smooth bases. 
Measurements ol lour specimens from Minnesota are: length, 20.9-21.2 
(21.1); height of base, 0.5-0.9 (0.75); width of base, 0.5-0.9 (0.8). The  same 
measurements for 17 specimens from British Columbia are: 20.1-24.9 
(22.2); 0.7-2.2 (1.7); 0.5-1.7 (1.35). 
Mustela frenata.-The bone in young frenata is similar to that in adult 
e ~ m i n e a .  As the bone matures it becomes noticeably heavier and rugose at  
the basal end, and the distal end curves more abruptly (PI. 111, d). T h e  
groove may extend lor two-thirds the length of the bone in young specimens, 
but usually does not reach more than half way clown the shaft in adults. 
However, it has the typical characteristics of the genus. 
Wright (1917) weighed the dried bacula and found that in juveniles 
they ranged from 14 to 29 mg.; in adults, from 53 to 101 mg. There was no 
overlap between the two groups. The  changc from a juvenile type to an 
adult type apparently is quite rapid, probably within a month (Deanesly, 
1935). Wright found that all animals in active spermatogenesis possessed the 
adult-type baculum. 
In a series of seven young to adult specimens from North Dakota the 
distal parts curve less abruptly than do those from Michigan, Virginia, and 
Alabama. I t  will require more specimens to demonstrate if this is a real 
geographic difference. 
Measurenlents of eight adults from Calilornia (1) North Dakota (S), 
Michigan (3), and Alabama (1) are: length, 22.9-27.6 (25.6); height of base, 
3.0-4.1 (3.1); width ol base, 1.3-3.1 (1.9). 
Musteln rixosa.-T'he baculum ol rixosa difiei-s primarily from those of 
erminen ancl frenntn in having the distal end curved sharply back to forin a 
hook (PI. 111, e). I t  resembles uison and nig7.ipe.r in this respect. I t  is also 
the srnallcst bone found in the genus. Viewed froin above, the distal end is 
somewhat offset to the right. The  proximal end is rugose, ant1 the groove 
nlay extent1 lor the entire length of the shaft or for only the distal half. This 
variation does not seem to be correlated with age or geographic distribution. 
iM. rixosa nlay be identified by this bone alone. 
Measurenlents ol eight adults lrom North Dakota (I) and Michigan (7) 
are: length, 13.6-15.1 (14.2); height ol base, 1.5-2.1 (1.8); width of base, 
1.0-1.3 (1.1). 
Musteln n,igripes.-The black-looted lerret possesses a typic;tl bone lor 
the genus. The  terminal end hooks sharply backward, in which respect it 
is similar to that ol ?-ixosn and uison. I t  is also offset to the right as is that of 
rixosn. The  proxirnal end is a simple, laterally flattened base (PI. 111, f) in 
one specimen and rugose with a collar similar to that shown for M. uison 
(PI. 111, g) in the other. If this is an age difference, full length of the bone 
must first I>e attained, then broadening and rugosity follow. The  groovc 
extends more than half way clown the shaft. Incidentally, except for being 
s~naller, the bone is similar to one from a laboratory M. putol-izu. 
Measurc~nents ol the two specimens from Montana and North Dakota 
are, respectively: length, 36.5, 36.7; height of base, 5.5, 2.2; width of base, 
4.1, 1.2. 
M~utcln 7~ison.-Tlie shaft of the bone in M. 7~i.ron may be nearly straight 
lor its proximal two-tllircls or it nlay curve gradually upward (PI. 111, g). 
There is considerable variation in this respect. The  terminal portion curves 
sharply back to forin a hook. The  lelt lip on the "hook" is always higher 
than the right. Asynimetry is also found in the basal portion whcre the ridge 
or collar which develops in old aninials is always more anteriorly situated 
on the right side than on the left. The  distal part of the shaft is not offset 
as in nigripes and rixosn. The  groove extends varying distances from the 
tip; usually it is rather deep for half the length of the shalt, then it dis- 
appears or shallows as the base is reached. The  base is higher than wide in 
adults. (One specimen of 126 measured has the base wider than high.) 
Elder (1951), working with bacula from ranch mink of known age, was 
able to arrange them in two age classes, juveniles less than one year of age 
and mature mink over one ancl one-half years of age. He found weight to be 
Inore reliable than length of bone. 
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Illjury to thc bone occurs in a small percentage of individuals. In 1668 
juveniles and 352 adults (a total of 2020), six show evidence of having been 
broken and repaired and two are otherwise malformed. 
Relationships, as shown by the baculum, are with M. nigripes and M. 
rixosa, and more remotcly with {renata and erminea, in that order. 
Measurements of 126 adult specimens from North Dakota are: length, 
41.2-52.5 (17.98); height of base, 4.2-7.8 (6.27); width of base, 2.9-5.9 
(4.63). Specimens from British Colun~bia (5), Montana (2), and Michigan 
(1) fall into the size range given for the North Dakota specimens except that 
one specimen frorn British Columbia measures 8.0 mm. in height of base. 
One specimen from North Carolina, which appears to be an adult, is 39.9 
mm. long. 
GENKKA Gulo, Lutra, Taxidea, Martes, AND Eira 
Gltlo 1uscz~s.-The bone in this species tapers gently from the expanded 
base to ncar the tip where thcre is a shallow groove on what I have inter- 
preted as the ventral side. At the very end, the lateral crests thicken and join 
in the middle, leaving a very small opening at  their bascs. Opposite the 
groove (which is open in a young specimen, remotely similar to that in the 
mink) is a projection or keel (Pl. 111, i). The  shaft has a very slight double 
curvature. 
Measurements of two adult specimens from British Columbia are, re- 
spectively: length, 83.5, 87.2; height of base, 8.8, 7.8; width of base, 5.3, 5.8. 
Lutra canadcwsis.-Friley (1919~) figured ancl described the baculum 01 
the river otter in detail. In general, it is a rather heavy bone with an 
expanded, rugose basal end and a deep urethral groove at the distal end, 
which is upturned rather sharply and laterally flattened (PI. 111, 1). The  
entire bone, lrom lateral view, forms what Friley termed a "thin S" in shape. 
With a scries of 83 bacula fro111 spring-caught otters, Friley placed 42 in his 
"oldcr adults" class (over 93.5 mm. in length), 13 in his "younger adults" 
class (87.0-93.5 mm.), 25 in his "immature" class (68.0-86.9 mm.) and 3 in 
his "very young" class (below 68.0 mm.). An os clitoridis is present in the 
female (Scheffer, 1939). 
Lengths of 55 adults from Michigan, as given by Frilcy are: 87.7-160.4 
(94.92 +. 4.46). 
Relationships within the family, as indicated by shape and the deep 
groove, seem to be with the genus Mustela. 
Taxidea taxus.-The baculum of the badger is unique among the muste- 
lids, as well as the carnivores as a group. The  enlarged, slightly higher 
than wide base tapers into a heavy shaft which has a slight left twist to and 
including the somewhat flattened, upturned distal end (Pl. 111, ln). Thele 
is no  grove. 
Measui-e~nents of eleven specimens from Idaho (I), Rilontana (3), Michi- 
gan (4), South Dakota (I), Washington (I), and one unknown are: length, 
92.2-106.3 (98.7); height of base, 10.4-12.6 (11.4); width of base, 8.0-11.3 
(9.4). An os clitoriclis is 9.3 inm. long. I t  is shnped something like a curved 
spoon. There is no resemblance to the male element (Hoffmeister and 
Winkelmann, 1958). 
Mnrtes arnericnnn.-In young specimens, the diametei of the shalt is 
about the same from the base to near the tip. I t  curves gently upward, then 
clown, then up again at the tip, which is expanded into two processes that 
are curved to the lelt. As the bone matures, the base expands and the tips 
of the two processes fuse, leaving an opening similar to the eye of a needle 
(PI. 111, j). Except for the distal end, the bone is fairly syinrnetlical. An 
indistinct groove is present near the tip on what I interpret as the ventral 
side. 
Measurements of 48 adults from British Columbia are: length, 35.0-4 1.9 
(38.8); height ol base, 2.5-4.3 (3.3); width of base, 2.2-3.7 (2.9). 
Ma~tes  pelznnlztz.-Except for size, the baculum of the iisller is similar 
to that of the marten. The  distal end is broader and Inore spatulate with thc 
opening near the middle (Pl. 111, k). I do not have sufficiently young mate- 
rial to show the developnlent of the distal end. The  genus Maltes, and the 
species within the genus, may be rccognized by this bone alone. Tlie femalc 
has an os clitoridis. 
Measurements of t h ~ e c  adults ale, respectively: length, 102.3, 100.0, 96 9; 
height of base, 5.8, 7.5, 6.0; width of base, 6.1, 7.2, 7.3. 
Ezra barba?a.-We have one specimen belonging to this species. I t  is 
laterally flattened from the base to near the tip, which is doi-soventially 
flattened and horseshoe-shaped on the top surface (PI. 111, h). I know of no 
other baculuin like it. The  bone is quite different from the one figured by 
Didier (1917: 139). 
Measurements of the one bone from Panam5 are: length, 78.4; height of 
base, 6.5; width of base, 3.6; width 01 tip, 5.6. 
The  shape of the bacululn is fairly uniform in members of the Canidae. 
This indicates to me a rather close relationship between genera-much 
closer than that found in the Mustelidae or Procyonidae. M. E. Miller 
(1952), among others, described and figured the bone for the domestic dog. 
T h e  shaft either bows upward, downward, has a double bow, or is nearly 
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straight. A tleep urethral groove extends from the base (Canls, Vulpes, Alo- 
$ex) or from neal the base (Ulocyon) to near the distal end of the bone. A 
sinall keel or sh,~lp ciest extend5 along the dorsal part of the bone opposite 
the groove. The  apex nl,ty be round and pointed or slightly enlarged and 
flattened. There is consitlerable individual vaiiation in these details, but the 
general structure o l  the bone is always indicative of the family. 
A few young examples indicate that in the early Lormation of the struc- 
ture there are two small bones lying parallel. As development continues, 
these elements fuse to form a single bone (Jellison, 1945). An os clitoridis 
is p~esent  in the female. 
Urocyon cinereoarge7zteus.-The baculum of the gray fox (Pl. 11 a) 
diflers Eroin those of other North American canids in that the urethral 
groove stops s h o ~  t ol the basal end, and a well-developed keel is present on 
the dorsal aspect of all available adult specimens (11). If turned over, the 
bone resembles a miniature boat. 
Lengths of eleven specimens irom Lower Caliloinia (l), Nevada (2), 
New Mexico (I), Michoacdn (I), Florida (I), Georgia (I), Alnbama (Z), 
No1 th Carolina (I) ,  and Michigan (1) are 44.0-60.8 (53.1). 
Vulpes fulva.-Four specimens from Michigan are fairly uniform in 
shape and si7e (PI. 11, b). The  urethral groove is relatively broad and ex- 
tends to the base. The  distal end is slightly expanded and broader than high 
in three; in one it is round. Two have low but distinct keels on the dorsal 
surlaces; the others have lather sharp ridges. Lengths of the four lange from 
53.2 to 54.8 (53.9). 
Alopex lagopus.-I have one adult (PI. 11, c) and one young specimen. 
The  urethral groove run\ the entire length of the bone, although it is shal- 
low at  the distal end, which is relatively broader than in other candids 
treated here. The  dorsal ridge is fairly sharp for the basal half, then rounds 
off distally. The  bone culve? to the right, but is nearly straight from lateral 
vlew. The  one speciirlen from Alaska is 59.3 mm. long. 
Canzs lupus.-Three specimens from Minnesota (1) and Michigan (2) 
are available. They all bow upward and all are fairly symmetrical. The  
deep, broad groove extends about four-fifths the length. The  distal end is 
rountlcd and slightly expanded on the extreme tip (Pl. 11, e). Lengths of 
the three specimens are, respectively, 83.7, 95.7, and 99.3. They ale consider- 
ably larger than those of the coyote. 
Canis latran~.-In a series of 14 bones from subadult to adult animals, 
some curve upward, some downward, some have a double curve, and four 
have lateral curvatures as well. Five have extremely sharp dorsal crests, the 
others slightly rounded ridges. The  urethral groove extends two-thirds to 
three-lourths the length of the shaft (PI. 11, d). Lengths of eleven specimens 
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from Montana (5), Michigan (Z), New Mexico (3) and Mbxico (1) are 62.5- 
88.7 (76.8). 
I have but one adult bone of the Caliiornia 5ea lion (Zalophus califor- 
nianus) to represent this family of pinnipeds (PI. I, i). The  bone is rugose at 
both ends. Similar to those of the bears, it is triangular in cross section 
except at  the two ends. The  extreme distal end is expanded into a roughly 
circular disc. The  bone measures: length, 176; height of base, 15.8; width of 
base, 24.5; height at extreme tip, 22.3; width of tip, 19.9. 
Remarks.-Scheffer (1950) figured the baculum of the fur seal (Callor- 
hinus zcrsinzu) for various age groups. He (Scheffel-, 1949) also figured the 
os clitoridis, and Sierts (1950) reported the same for Z. californianus. 
T h e  walrus (Odobenus rosnzarus) possesses the largest baculuni ol any 
known mammal; it was figured by 0. J. Murie (1936). From the base, the 
bone tapers gradually to near the distal end where it expands to form a 
small knob. The  midsection is roughly triangular in cross section. One 
specimen, an adult from Hudson Bay, Canada, measures: length, 547; 
height of base, 46.3; width of base, 50.5; height of tip, 41.0; width of tip, 
34.0. Loughrey (1959) gives the following for 14 adults: length (inm.), 308- 
535 (467.7); weight (gms.), 118.0-768.3 (459.8). Except for size, the bone is 
not markedly different from that of the sea lion. 
A baculum from a young male Erignathus barbatus shows the charac- 
teristic pinniped features of triangular cross section of middle of shaft and 
a slight expansion of the distal end. The  bone is 86 mm. long; the base is 
10 mm. high and 14 mm. wide. The  adult bone would, I suspect, be consid- 
erably larger. Scheffer (1949) figured a small os clitoridis from the harbor 
seal (Phoca). 
Aplodontia rufa.-The baculum in this species is quite characteristic, 
and differs markedly from those of all other rodents (PI. I, d). I t  is a fairly 
thin bone, concave ventrally, convex dorsally, and with the basal end 
smaller than the shaft or tip. T h e  bone gradually widens toward the distal 
end where i t  forks; each branch terminates in a condyle-like structure. The  
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base is also notched. I t  was figured about natural size, possibly slightly en- 
larged, by Tullberg (1899). 
Measurements of one bone from California are: length, 20.8; height of 
base, 1.3; width of base, 3.0; width across distal branches, 6.7. 
Remarks.-No close relationships with other rodents are indicated by 
the 1)aculurn. An os clitoridis is present in the female (Scheffer, 1942:443). 
T h e  classification of the squirrels has long been a controversial subject. 
I shall not review the history here because it has been done by a number of 
authors (Thomas, 1915; Pocock, 1923; A. H. Howell, 1938; Ellerman, 1940; 
Bryant, 1945; Simpson, 1915; White, 1953 a; Moore, 1959). The  most thor- 
ough historical reviews are by Ellerman and Moore. Thomas (ibid.) first 
recognized the difficulty of properly evaluating relationships on cranial 
characters and proposed the use of the baculum as supplementary evidence. 
Pocotk (ibid.), following the lead of Thomas, again stressed the value of 
using this bone. Mossman et nl. (1932) studied the male reproductive tract 
in several members of the family and concluded that more fundamental 
characters were to be found here than in the cranium or external features. 
A. H. Howell (ibid.), concerned primarily with North American squirrels, 
recognized the structure of the baculum as an aid to classification, but did 
not use it in his final analysis. Ellerman (ibid.) was concerned with the 
squirrels of the world and based his classification chiefly on cranial charac- 
ters. Ellerman's philosophy is pretty well summed up in the following 
quotation (p. 267). "But if this character [baculum] is given such impor- 
tance, I fail to see how fossil forms are to be considered; and it seems that 
if cranial and dental characters have been used primarily for classification 
since the days ol Linnaeus one cannot be blamed for wishing to continue 
to give more importance to these characters than to an external character 
which has only been definitely verified in a very small percentage of named 
species and races, and found to be subspecifically variable in at least one 
case." One might ask where the fields oi: genetics, physiology, and others of 
this nature would be today had they abandoned their studies bccause they 
could not be applied directly to fossils. Further, I think we have made some 
progress since the days of Linnaeus. New techniques should not be discarded 
because they are not universally applicable at  the moment. The  baculum is 
not an external character. The  fact that a character is variable does not rule 
against its use. What character in living things is not variable? I t  is impor- 
tant to know the limits of variability, then to evaluate the character prop- 
erly as it applies to a population. 
Wade and Gilbert (1910) described 17 and figured bacula for 16 North 
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American Sciuridae. Bryant (1945) gave very bricl descriptio~ls of the bacu- 
la of 15 species of North American squirrels, and White (1953a, 1953b) fig- 
ured 21 species, primarily chipmunks. Moore (1959) considered the baculum 
along with cranial characters in his recent study. I should like, again, to 
stress the importance ol this bone, along with other characters, in any deter- 
mination of relationships within the Sciuridae. I am aware of the possibility 
ol placing too much etnphasis on a single character, and of becoming biased 
in judging its value. However, any additional aid that we can discover 
should be used, especially in such a cornplex group as the squirrels. 
The  diversity in structure of the baculum reaches its height in this 
family of rodents. There seems to be no  one characteristic that is conlnlon 
to all genera. This diversity seems a bit strange when one considers the 
external similarity throughout the group. The  superficial rese~rlblance of 
the genera Sciurrls and Tamiasciurr~s is not reflected in the structure ol the 
bacula. The  entire reproductive tracts are different (Mossman et crl., 1932). 
T h e  Old World species (S .  vzclgaris), the New World species of Sci~l,r~r.~ 
(except two species, aberti and griseus), and the genus Microsciurus all have 
characteristic bones that differ only slightly from species to species (Pls. 
VIII, IX) in size and configuration. That  of Tamiasciur~ls is no more than 
a spicule (Layne, 1952). Again, in the North American genus Glnucom.ys, 
the two species, sabrinus and uolans, are difficult to distinguish on cranial 
and external characters, yet the bacula bear no similarity (PI. IV, a, 11, c.). 
T h e  explanation for this disparity is not apparent in our present state of 
ignorance. If one may be permitted to speculate, he can call upon conver- 
gent or parallel evolution of the superficial (more adaptive?) structures (if 
they evolved) and divergent evolution of the bacula, and possibly other in- 
ternal (less adaptive?) structures. If menibers of the family Sciuridae, as we 
know it today, had a common ancestry, some such explanation seems 
necessary. I believe this would not violate thc tenets of the present-clay 
evolutionist. 
T h e  baculum oE Marmota /laviuentris has been figured and described by 
Wade and Gilbert (1940) and by J. A. White (1953a). Pocotk (1923), ear- 
lier, illustrated the bone of Marnzota mannota, as (lid Didier (1953:'il). 
These figures, particularly those ol Didier, show the similarity of the Old 
World marmots and those of North America in respect to this element. Of 
the American members of the Sciuridae (except for Ta~niasciurz~s), Mar- 
mota has the siinplest baculum. I t  has a relatively large basal end whicll 
measures, in greatest diameter, about one-third the length of the bone. From 
this expanded base the bone tapers rapidly into the shalt, which curves 
generally upwards and ends either in a hlunt point or a slightly expancletl 
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tip with a shallow dorsal concavity. The  border of the tip may be smooth, 
rugose, or havc lroin two to five small, blunt, projections, less well devel- 
oped than those in the genus Citellz~s (PI. IV, 11, i). 0 1  three specimens of 
Ma~mota  monnx and five of M. fluuiventris that I have before me, no two 
arc precisely alike. One specimen ol M. flaviuent?is (No. 87344) has a dis- 
tinct keel on the dorsal one-third of the shalt; the keel ends just short of the 
snlooth tip. There is a slight asymmetry to all the specimens available. 
Their total lengths range from 3.5 to 4.7 (4.2), a small bone for the si7e of 
the animal. A larger series might show significant differences between spe- 
cies, but my series is too small to indicate any such distinctions, particularly 
in view of the great variability that they display. The  hoary inarinot (M. 
caligata) is not represented. 
The  female has a sinall os clitoridis. Two specimens measure 1.8 each in 
greatest length. 
GENIIS Cynomys 
The  bacula in members of this genus are similar to those found in some 
species of the genus Citrllus, as was pointed out by Wade and Gilbert 
(1940). Considering the diversity in the latter genus, as now constituted, 
Cynomys and Citellus might well be combined i i  one were relying on the 
characters of the bacula alone (Pls. IV, V, VI). Actually, bacula of Cynomys 
appear to be closer to those of some ineinbers of the subgenus Citellus than 
are those of other subgenera such as Olospermophilus (see 1111. 20-22). A. H. 
Howell (1938, P1. 13, M) gave a rather poor illustration of the bone in 
Cynomys. He also described it briefly (p. 38). 
Within the genus Cynomys, the two subgenera (Cynomys and Lezlco- 
crotrzrronzys) are distinguishable in the limited material available. Four 
spcciinens ol Cynomyr have five or six teeth each on the terminal end (Pl. 
IV, g), if one inclutles a small projection back on the shaft which is not 
prcsent in Lez~(ocrosszlromys (Pl. IV, e). Each of the two specimens ol the 
latter subgenus has eight projections. In addition, the teiininal denticulate 
portion is broader and more flared than in Cynovzys. One specimen of 
Cynornyr (No. 96071) has low rounded projections similar to those in Mar- 
motn. A median projection on the ventral side of the terminal end is simi- 
lar to that found in most, but not all, of the members of Citellus. This 
structure is not present in Marmota. 
Measurements oi four specimens of Cynomys ludouicianus are: length, 
4.4-5.1 (4.65); width of basal end, 1.2-1.5 (1.35); width of distal end, 1.3- 
1.5 (1.4). Two specimens, one each of Cynonzys leuczr?zls and C. gzsnnisoni, 
measure 4.2 and 4.4 in length; 1.7 and 1.9 in width of basal end; 1.7 and 
1.5 in width of distal end. 
An os clitoridis is present in both groups. One of C. l~rdouicianus is 2.5 
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mm. and one of C. lrz~curus is 2.2 mm. long. They have the appearance of 
undeveloped bacula. 
GENUS Citellus 
T h e  bacula in members ol the genus Citellus characteristically have 
tooth-like projections around the borders of the expanded distal ends, 
which are roughly spoon-shaped. The  projections, mostly sharply pointed, 
are directed dorsad. They may lorm a continuous row or there may be a 
gap in the median area. On the ventral side of the distal end of the bone 
is either a median knob-like projection or a keel in all examined except 
C. annulatus. T h e  enlarged basal end tapers rapidly toward the center of 
the shaft which again broadens and curves upward distally. The  shaft usual- 
ly appears to have a slight twist in it. These same characteristics are fou~ld 
in the genus Cynomys, and the bacula of Marmota are not very different. 
There is no ventral projection or keel in the latter, and the tooth-like pro- 
jections are but slightly indicated. T h e  marnlots, prairie dogs, and ground 
squirrels, thus, constitute a fairly unified group. No other North American 
squirrel possesses this type of baculum. 
Pocock (1923) placed these in the subfamily Marmotinae, chiefly on the 
basis of the baculum. This is consistent with the classification by A. H. 
Howell (1938) who, although recognizing that the baculum might furnish 
characters of taxonomic worth, used primarily characters of the skull in his 
final analysis. I suspect that he had too few specimens and that he did not 
study them critically. Simpson (1945:79) listed the above, plus the genera 
Tamias and Eutnmias, in his Tribe Marmotini, which he indicated is equiv- 
alent to Pocock's subfamily. From characters of the bacula, the indication is 
that Tamias and Eutamias do not belong in this group. 
I cannot agree with White (1953a:560) that "The baculum in Tamias, 
in general plan of structure, resembles that in Spermophilus [Citellus] and 
Cynomys of the tribe Marmotini of Simpson." A generally spoon-shaped 
distal end is the only thing common to the two. 
In  addition to three American species, annulatzcs, mexicanus, and 
tridecemlineatus, Pocock (ibid.) figured the baculum of the Old World 
species C. mongolicus. Didier (1952) recently illustrated C. fz~luus and C. 
citellus; Wade and Gilbert (1940), lateralis, varieg.atus, tridecemlineatzcs, 
franklini, richardsoni, and spilosoma; while White (1953~) figured C. 
armatus. All have denticulate margins of the expanded distal discs. Howell's 
(1938) figures are mostly too small to show details of structure. Layne (1954) 
illustrated the os clitoridis for ten species. 
Citellus uariegatus and beechcyi.-These squirrels are currently given 
subgeneric rank (Otospermophil~~s). The  bones from members of the two 
species are indistinguishable, but they direr distinctly from those of all 
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other members of the genus (PI. V, a, b). C. atricapillus is not represented. 
T h e  basal ends of bacula of members of variegatus and beecheyi are rela- 
tively less enlarged than are those of members of other species of Citellzls. 
From the proximal end of the bone, there is a gradual tapering of the shaft 
until it again expands, as it curves upward, into the distal scoop which is 
concave on the dorsal surface, and normally has two projecting teeth on 
each side. There is a median projection ventrally. The  distal end also is 
enlarged relatively less than in representatives of other species. The  narrow- 
l y  expanded distal end and the reduced number of teeth are similar to 
conditions found in Cynomys, particularly in lz~douicianzls (Pl. IV). I 
would, therefore, place the subgenus Otospermoplzilus next to Cynonzys in 
relationships as shown by the bacula. A. H. Howell (1938:43; 131. 13, G, H, 
I) thought it close to beldingi, subgenus Citellus. 
Seven specimens (6 unriegatzss and 1 beecheyi) range in length from 4.0 
to 4.5 (4.1); width of base, 0.6-1.1 (0.8); and width of distal end, 0.6-1.1 
(0.8). An os clitoridis is 2.0 mm. long. 
Citellus richardsoni.-Citellz~s richardsoni and C. elegans are currently 
treated as subspecies because A. H. Howell (1938:75) indicated intergrada- 
tion between the two in Gallatin County, Montana. If they do  intergrade 
we have a rather unusual situation in regard to the structural differences in 
the bacula-differences greater than normally found between species. Three 
specimens of C. r. richardsoni, one each from Alberta, Montana, and North 
Dakota, have either very small projections or none at  all on the expanded 
distal ends (PI. VI, c, d.). This, in itself, is unusual for the genus. Contrari- 
wise, three specimens of C. r. elegans, one each froin Montana, Wyoming, 
and Colorado, have from 8 to 11 distinct tooth-like projections on the distal 
expansion, as is characteristic of the genus (PI. VI, a, b). The  row of teeth 
in the elegans series is continuous, and there is a terminal ventral keel sim- 
ilar to that in colz~?nbianus. T h e  chiei: differences, other than siye, between 
the elegans series and those of columbianus are in shape of the terminal 
disc and number of tooth-like projections (fewer in elegans). Both are 
currently placed in the subgenus Citellus. 
Even though my sample is small, the material is from widely scattered 
areas and probably indicates the type of baculum found in each population. 
If true, there must be a fundamental difference in the two gene pools. There 
is no pcrceivable difference in the measurements of the two series. They are 
grouped here as follows: length, 2.9-3.1 (3.0); width of base, 0.8-0.9 (0.85); 
width of distal end, 0.9-1.3 (1.15). Numbers of tooth-like projections in the 
elegans series, 8-1 1. The  female has an os clitoridis. Three specimens meas- 
ure 1.6-2.0 in length. 
Citell~rs be1dingi.-"The baculum from a specimen of C ~ ~ P I I I L T  beldingi 
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oregonus is 3.5 mm in Icngth; its sllalt is l~road at the base, sliglltly curved, 
and narrowed toward the tip, which is shaped like a spoon with a crenulate 
border. T h e  apex of the shaft appears as a short process projecting from the 
lower surlace of the terminal disk." (Howell, A. H., 1938:41; pl. 13, Q) 
From the small figure, and the above description, i t  would appear that in 
general configuration the bones in members of this species most closely 
resemble those in members of columbianus. 
Citellus co1r~mDinnus.-The enlarged basal ends of the bacula in repre- 
sentatives of this species are nearly round in cross section. In a representa- 
tive bone, the shaft narrows rather abruptly, with a slight twist, then 
expands again into the distal scoop-like end which is studded with tooth- 
like projections, and is more nearly horseshoe-shaped than in any other in 
the genus. The  teeth number from 12 to 20; in all but six specimens they 
are unequal in number on the two sides. There is a median, keel-like pro- 
jection on the ventral border of the distal end (PI. V, 1). The  baculum is 
distinct, in a subtle way, from those of all other species, particularly in thc 
shape of the distal end. 
Measurements of 18 specimens from Montana are: length, 4.3-5.5 (5.2); 
width 01 base, 0.7-1.3 (1.1); width of distal end, 1.4-1.8 (l.G). The  female 
has a small os clitoridis; two specimens measure 2.2 mm. each in length. 
Citellrts und1~1atzrs.-One specimen from Alaska, all that is available for 
this species, is about equal in size to a baculum of vnriegntus, but it differs 
in that it has a more widely expanded distal end with more tooth-like 
projections (seven). The  continuous row of projections occupies only the 
front half of the disc. The  proximal shoulders oi the tlisc, which merge into 
the shaft, have slightly crenulated edges. There is a ventral, median knob on 
the distal entl. The  proxirrlal end is expanded and nearly circular in cross 
section. 
Measurements oC the one specimen are: length, 4.0; width of basal end, 
1.1; width of distal end, 1.2. 
Citellzls tridece~tz1inentzls.-Thc bacula in members of this spccies have 
characteristically broad bases which taper rather abruptly into the narrow 
shafts. The  shafts, relatively longer than those of most other species except 
mexican.us, expand distally and curve dorsally into broad scoops which are 
bordered by several sharp tooth-like projections. There is a ventral median 
projection on each (PI. VI). Howell (1938:42) states that ". . . there is no 
process" in his specimen. Normally, in bacula of members of this species, 
each has small sharp, tooth-like projections, variable in number, exterior to 
the main row. There may be none, as in two specimens before me, one on 
each side, or occasionally as inany as seven when a double row of teeth gives 
the bone the appearance of a rooster's rose comb. This was the kind that 
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Pocock (1923:235) figu~ed. T h e  number of teeth valieq fiom 10 to 24 in  
the series before me. Anothe~  valiable in  this series, which appears to be 
geographic in  nature, is that each specimen lrom Michigan and one from 
Pdolth Dakota, as well as the one figured by Pocock (zbid.), from Minne- 
sota, has a ined~an  gap (PI. VI, I), whereas those from Kansas, Nlontana, and 
Soutll Dakota have continuous rows of teeth (PI. V1, j), as do those flonl 
Nebiaska (Wade and Gllhert, 1940). A. H Howell (1938, pl. 13, N) figuied 
one with a gap in  the ~niddle,  but gave no locality. 
Measurements of 14 specimens from Michigan (7), South Dakota (2), 
North Dakota (I), Montana (2), Kansas (I), and Oklahoma (1) are: leslgth, 
4.0-5.2 (4.5); width of base, 13 specimens, 1.0-1.5 (1.2); width of distal end, 
12 specimens, 1.5-1.8 (1.6). An os clitoridis is present in  the female. 
Citellus rnrxicanz~s.-I have but  two bacula, one from Texas and one 
lrom Tamaulipas, Mexico. They are indistinguishable froin the eastern rep- 
resentatives of C. tridecernlineatus (PI. VI, e ,f). Each has 13 tooth-like pro- 
jections on the distal end, and each has a median gap. Bacula of this species 
were also figured by A. H. Howell (1938, pl. 13, I), and by Pocock (1923: 
235). 
Measurements of two specimens are: greatest length, 4.1, 4.8; width of 
base, 0.8, 1.4; width of distal end, 1.5, 1.6. 
Citellzlr spilo~onzn.-The bacula are similar to those of members of C. 
tridecemlineat~~r florn the western part of the range (Pl. VI, g, h). However, 
tbey have sllor ter, hedvier shalts and wider distal ends. T h e  nuinber of 
tooth-like projections varies irom 14 to 18 in four specimens. 
Measulernents of four spctilnens froill Ari7ona (3) and Texas (1) are: 
length, 3.6-4.0 (3.8); width of base, 1.3-1.6 (1.4); width of distal end, 2.0- 
2.2 (2.1). 
Remarks.-The t h e e  species, t?id~cemlinent~lr,  nzrxiran~ls, ancl spzlo- 
sonza were placed in the cubgenus Ictidonzys by A. H. Hou~ell (1938). Cuii- 
ously, inernbers ol tridrcemlznrat~ls flom the eastern part o l  the range ale 
nearest mexiran~ls, and those from the western part of the range approach 
spzlocomn in characters oC the bacula. T h e  close relationship of the three 
species, based prinl,n ily on other characters, i~ also indicated by the bacula. 
Citellus tereticaz~dz~s.-The bacula of members of this species are not 
unusual in any particular. T h e  enlarged basal end of the bone tapers rap- 
idly and asyrninetrically into the shaft; this alnlost i~ninediately expands in 
an asytnmetrical way into the terminal spoon-like portion which is studded 
with a continuous row o l  8 to 10 tooth-like projections. A small, iounded 
knob projects forward rr~edially and ventrally (PI. V, g, h). I see n o  very 
close re~ein1,lance to the bone of -onricgat~rc, as tlicl A. H. ITowell (1938:15; 
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p l .  13, R). Although his figures indicate a resemblance, specimens before me 
do  not bear this out. 
Measurements of three specimens from Nevada are: length, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8; 
width of base, 1.0, 0.9, 1.0; width of distal end, 1.1, 0.9, 1.0. An os clitoridis 
is 1.4 mm. long. 
Citellus fran1tlini.-The basal ends of the bacula of representatives 01 
this species are oval in cross section, wider than high. The  taper from the 
base to the shaft is rather abrupt and asymmetrical, mostly along the right 
side. T h e  shaft continues rather uniform in thickness for the central one- 
third of the bone, then abruptly expands into the broad, disc-shaped distal 
end. Between the shaft and the tooth-like projections, on each side, is a 
rounded lobe-like protuberance. Similar structures are indicated in spilo- 
soma and columbianz~s, but they are most prominent in franklini. The  
tooth-like projections, numbering 12 to 15, are in a continuous row (PI. 
V, i, j). A median projection, sometimes rounded, sometimes slightly bifid 
on the end, extends beyond the main bone ventrally and distally. In  this 
respect, and in the prominent lobes, the bone differs from those of all other 
species examined. Howell (1938:13) stated that "the terminal disk . . . [is] 
. . . without pronounced crenulations on its margin." I suspect that the 
tooth-like projections were broken off in the cleaning process; this likely 
was true with some of his other specimens also. His figure (pl. 13,P) is too 
small to show this feature. 
Measurements of three specimens From Indiana (l), North Dakota (1) 
and South Dakota (1) are: length, 4.5, 4.5, 4.8; width of base, 1.5, 1.9, 2.1; 
width ol distal end, 2 specimens, 1.9, 2.2. One os clitoridis is 2.2 mtn. long. 
Citellus nnnzl1atz~s.-The basal ends of the bacula in members of this 
species are distinctly oval in cross section; they are wider than high. The  
bone tapers rapidly into the slightly curved shaft which expands abruptly 
into the broad clistal end. T h e  clistal spoon-like portion is bordered by a 
continuous row of tooth-like projections (24 in one and 25 in the other of 
two specimens from Colima and Jalisco, Mkxico). The  pointed projections 
curve inward at  the sides, but around the front o l  the disc they curve out- 
ward, except for one projection ncar the middle that curves inward. This 
situation is not seen in any other representatives of Citellus examined. Fur- 
ther, the anterior disc is broadest of any here considered. There is no  ventral 
projection on the distal end (Pl. V, e, f). 
Pocock (1923:235) figured the bone for "C. leursi" (a nomen nrcdz~m) 
fromJalisco, Mexico. This most certainly is C. nnnulatus. 
Measurements of the two specimens are, respectively: length, 5.2, 5.2; 
width of base, 2.0, 2.1; width of distal end, 2.8, 2.7. 
Remarks.-The forward-curving tooth-like projections and the smooth 
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ventral surface ol the distal end, without a median projection, are found in 
no other bacula of Citellus examined. 
Citellus lateralis.-Bacula in representatives of this species are small for 
the size of the animals, and fairly simple. The  bone has a typical broad base, 
nearly circular in cross section, that tapers asymmetrically into the shaft 
which flares at  the distal end into a nearly symmetrical spoon-like portion 
studded with 6 to 10 sharp, evenly spaced, tooth-like projections (PI. IV, k). 
A blunt knob projects from the ventral surface of the distal end (Pl. IV, j), 
which is less prominently curved than those of most other species of Citellus. 
An os clitoridis is about 1.7 mm. long. Howell's figure (1938, pl. 13, J) of 
this bone is too small to show anything of its character. 
Measurements of six adults lrom Arizona (l), Colorado (2), Utah (I), 
Idaho (I), and Montana (1) are: length, 2.5-3.0 (2.7); width of base, 0.7-0.8 
(0.75); width of distal end, 0.6-1.1 (0.9). 
A~r~n~o~pcl r r~ophi lus  1eucz~rus.-Members of this genus have small, deli- 
cate bacula. The  broad base of the bone tapers, almost entirely on the right 
side, abruptly into the slender shaft. Distally, the shalt broadens, gradually 
on the right side and rather suddenly on the left, into a circular ladle- or 
dippcr-like portion with the sides (or wings) curved back toward the base. 
On the dorsal edge of the circular, distal expansion are 13 to 17 sharp, tooth- 
like projections which curve outward. There is no  ventral knob or keel on 
the distal end (PI. V, c, d). The  bone is quite distinct from those of the gcnus 
Citellus. That  oi A. hnrrisi (Howell, 1938, pl. 13, K, L) is indistinguishable 
from the above. Variation in the limited material available seems to be 
primarily in the number of tooth-like projections and the extent that the 
wings curve back toward the base. One os clitoridis is about 2.0 mm. in 
length. 
Measurements of two specimens from Nevada are, respectively: length, 
2.0, 2.1; width o l  base, 1.0, 1.0; width of distal end, 1.6, 1.7. 
Remarks.-A. H. Howell (1938:44) thought that the baculum in Izarrisi 
rescnlbled those of the genus Citellus. I see no very close relationship other 
than the tooth-like projections. The  bone is quite distinct; its characteristics 
may be added to those of skin and skull in support of full generic rank for 
these squirrels. 
GENUS Tamias 
I n  this monotypic, strictly North American genus, (T. striatus) the bacu- 
lum is unique in many respects (PI. VII, k, 1). The  shalt is round, or nearly 
so, at the base. As it t;~pers distally, it is sonlcwhat col~~l~rcssed on the sides. 
T h e  distal enrl is best described as spoon-shaped, upturned to form an 
obtuse angle with the shaft, concave dorsally anel convex ventrally, where 
there is a keel. The  keel is prominent in sorue, slightly developed in others. 
Also variable is the acuteness of the point on the distal end and the extent 
ol asyinnlctry develol>ed as the left edge ol the "spoon" tapers into the shall 
proper. 
The  relationshil> with othcr sciurids, as Wade and Gilbert (1940) ;inel 
White (19530, fig. 7) h;~ve pointed out, is probably closest to Citellus. 'l'he 
baculurn ol Tnmias has no teeth on the edge of the distal part, and soirlc 
representatives of Citellus approach this condition (C. richardsoni). Cer- 
tainly, there is no evidence froin the baculunl that Tanzias anel E~ctnn~ins 
should be placed in the same gcnus. The  feirlale has an os clitoridis. 
Measureme~its ol 31 specimens Irorn Michigan (27), Virginia (S), and 
Nlaine (1) are: length, 3.5-4.7 (4.15); width ol base, 0.4-0.7 (0.58); width ol 
tip, 0.6-0.8 (0.7). 
North Arnerican mcnlbcrs of the genus Eutnnzias, as now constituted, 
possess bacula which are  mif form in general structure, and which differ 
I'rom those of 2111 other squirrels (PI. VII). They vary in proportions of parts 
and in detail of structure lrom species to species, but basically they consti- 
tute a unified group. The  shalt may be round or tlorso-ventrally flattened at 
the base; it may be nearly straight or with one or two curves; the distal p u t  
(tip) niay have a strong or weak central keel on its dorsal aspect; and the 
angle that the tip forllls with the shaft varies. Thcn, there arc size and age 
differences. 
White (1 953b) described 16 ancl figured bacula of 15 species ol Ezrtanzias. 
Wade and Gilbert (1940) previously described and figured the bone for 
Ornoenus and ~nini?tzzss. Inasnluch as these were studied rather critically by 
White (ibid.), I shall discuss theiu briefly here. All that have been examined 
have an os clitoridis. 
Ezltamias a1pinzs.r.-"Shaft thin; keel low, . . . angle formed by tip and 
shaft 13.5": . . . base slightly wider than shalt; shaft short, 2.17 mm." (White, 
19536:616, fig. 1) 
Eutamias minimzss.-Shaft slender, slightly curved; base slightly en- 
larged, nearly circular; tip forms an obtuse angle with shaft (PI. VII, g). 
T h e  specimens are quite uniform in character. In illy material, they are 
closest to those of townsendi (not figured) and dorsalis (Pl. VII, i, j). 
Measurements of 25 specimens from IVlichigan ('i), Montana (8), South 
Dakota (3), Nebraska (4), and Wyonling (3) arc: length, 3.2-4.1 (3.96); 
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lcngth of tip, 0.7-1.1 (0.9); width of tip, 0.2-0.5 (0.37); height of base, 0.2- 
0.5 (0.34); width of base, 0.4-0.5 (0.37). 
Remarks.-Three specimens from South Dakota average 4.0 mm. in 
length; seven from Michigan average 3.5; eight froin Montana average 3.4 
and seven from Nebraska and Wyoming average 3.6. A larger series might 
show a geographic diEerence in size of baculum. 
Eutamias townsendi.-Similar to that of mininzzss, but slightly shorter 
ant1 thicker in region of main shalt; base somewhat flattened, wider than 
high; angle of tip and shaft slightly less obtuse than in mininzus. The  bone 
was figured by White (19536, fig. 3). 
Measurements of one young specimcn from Washington are: length, 3.2; 
length of tip, 0.9; wiclth of tip, 0.3; height of base, 0.3; width of base, 0.5. 
Eutamias dorsalis.-General shape of bone sinlilar to that of minimzss, 
but larger over all; base very slightly wider than high (Pl. VII, i, j). 
Measurements of nine specimens from New Mexico (5), Arizona (I), 
and Nevada (3) are: length, 3.1-4.6 (4.0); lcngth of tip, 0.8-1.2 (1.0); width 
ol tip, 0.2-0.4 (0.34); height of base, 0.3-0.5 (0.4); wiclth of base, 0.4-0.6 
(0.53). 
Eutnrnins so7zorrzae.-According to White (1953b, fig. 4), the bone is 
silililar to those of n~inirnus and toru~zsendi except that it has a lowcr keel on 
the tip and the ridges on either side of the tip are morc pronounced. The 
obtuse angle that the tip forms with the shaft is thc same as in townsendi. 
Euanzias anzoenus.-Baculun relatively stockier than that of minimus; 
basc wider than high, may or may not be bifid on tlorsal surface; keel low 
and not pronlinerltly notched (PI. VII, h). White (1953b, fig. 5) figurcd what 
is apparently a young individual. The  tip sceins to develop faster than the 
base. 
Measurenlents of ten specinlens from Montana (6), Itlaho (2), Washing- 
ton (I), and Oregon (I) are: length, 2.9-4.6 (3.5); length of tip, 0.7-1.6 
(1.1); width of tip, 0.3-0.5 (0.4); height of base, 0.1-0.5 (0.31); width of base, 
0.4-0.8 (0.58). 
Eutamias me~rianzi.-"Shaft thin, keel low, . . . angle fornled by tip and 
shalt . . ." (White, 19530), same as in tow?zsendi, so?zonzae, and nnzoenus; 
shaft long. White (ibid.:621) gives the length of shaft as 4.88 nlm. 
Eutamias cinereicol1is.-Judging from the description and figure given 
by White (19530:624, fig. 13), this species is second to quadrimaculatus in 
length of baculuin. Although the measurement he gives for the length of 
shaft (4.88 mm.) is the same as that given for merriami and less than that 
given for quadrimaculatz~s (4..35 to 5.28), the illustration shows the bone to 
bc considerably larger than either of the others. The  shaft has a slight S- 
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curve, and the tip forms an obtuse angle with it (145 degrees). The  keel on 
the tip is relatively low and broadly notched. S i ~ e  alone, it seems to me, is 
less important than general configuration. I, therefore, suggest that cinerei- 
collzs might better fit with the alpinus, minimus, town~endi, sonomae, amoe- 
nus, dorsalis, merriami group than with quadrivitlatus and ruficaudus. 
Eutamias qz~adrimacu1atus.-Froin the measurements given by White 
(1953b3624) this seems to be the longest ol the bacula represented in his 
material (4.35 to 5.28 mm.). The  shaft is relatively straight, and the angle 
it forms with the tip is less obtuse than that of cinereicollis. I would place it 
between cinereicollzs and ruhcaudus in the series. 
Eutamias ruficaudus.-Baculum relatively heavy throughout; shakt with 
S-curve; base nearly twice as wide as high, usually bifid; tip and distal part 
of shaft form angle slightly greater than 90 degrees; keel on tip prominent 
and notched at base (PI. VII, f). 
Measure~ne~lts of two adults from RiIontana (1) and Washington (1) ale, 
respectively: length, 5.4, 4.6; length of tip, 1.6, 1.6; width of tip, 0.6, 0.6; 
height of base, 0.5, 0.5; width oC base, 0.8, 1.0. 
Eutamia~ quadrivittatus.-Shalt relatively heavy with definite S-curve; 
base distinctly wider than high, usually bifid; keel on tip with distinct notch 
(Pl. VII, e). 
Measurements ol 12 specilllens from Cololado (I), New Mexico (lo), 
and Nevada (1) are: length, 3.4-4.6 (4.35); length ol tip, 1.1-1.5; (1.35); 
width of tip, 0.4-0.5 (0.48); height of base, 0.4-0.6 (0.5); width of base, 0.7- 
0.9 (0.8). 
Ez~ta~tzias bu1leri.-The bone in this species is the longest of ally lepre- 
sentcd in my material; the nearest to it in si7e is that of ruficaudus. The  base 
is distinctly wider than high and is deeply notched (Pl. VII, a, b). The  keel 
on the tip is relatively low and straight-edged; other than this, the general 
configuration is similar to that of qz~ad?ivittatus. The  tip forms an obtuse 
angle with the slightly curved shaft. 
Measurements of five specimens from Durango are: length, 5.1-5.7 (5.3); 
length of tip, 2.0-2.2 (2.06); width of tip, 0.5-0.8 (0.66); height of base, 0.8- 
1.1 (0.9); width of base, 1.2-1.5 (1.36). 
Eutanzins umbrinus.-The baculum in this species has a lelatively short 
thick shaft, the base of which is Inore than twice as wide as high. There is 
a distinct bend near the middle. The  tip makes an angle of about 90 degrees 
with the distal part of the shaft (Pl. VII, d). Relationships, as indicated by 
the bacula, are with panamintinus, speciosus, and, according to White (op.  
cit.), with palmeri. 
Measurements of two specimens from Utah are: length, 3.1, 3.3; length 
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of til), 1.0, 1.2; width of tip, 0.3, 0.5; height ol base, 0.3, 0.4; width of base, 
0.7, 0.9. 
Eutanlias pa~~arniizti~zc~s.-From White's description and figure (1953b, 
fig. 16), the bone has a short, sharply curved shaft with "base markedly 
widened." I t  appears to be intermediate in characters between those of urn- 
6rinu.s and speciosus. White (op. cit.) gives the length of shaft as 2.17 min., 
while that lor s~ec iosu .~  is given as "2.11 to 3.17 mm." His illustration indi- 
cates that the bone lor panamintinus is distinctly longer than that of spe- 
ciosus. 
E~rtarr~ias spcciosus.-The bone in this species is the most distinctive in 
the genus. l t  has a short thick shalt with a distinct bend, and a flattened, 
bifid base that is more than twice as wide as high. The  tip is approximately 
at right angles to the shaft (Pl. VII, c) .  The  configuration is most closely 
approached by bacula oU panamintinzrs (White, 19536, fig. 16) and urn- 
brinzls (PI. VII, d). 
Measurements of three specimens fro111 California are: length, 2,6, 2.7, 
2.8; length ol tip, 1.3, 1.3, 1.2; width of tip, 0.4, 0.5, 0.5; height of base, 0.4, 
0.4, 0.3; width of base, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9. 
Remarks.-The supposed close relationship of speciosus and quadrivit- 
tatus is not borne out by the bacula. Howell (1929) considered this a sub- 
species of qzradrizlittatus, but Johnson (1943) accorded it specific rank. 
There are two distinct types of bacula in nlembers of the genus Sciurus 
as now constitutetl (see Wade and Gilbert, 1940). One type, found in all but 
two species (griseus and aberti), is recognizable at a glance, and is distinct 
from all other bacula known (Pls. VIII and IX). The  basal portion of the 
shalt is circular or nearly so in cross section. The  shaft tapers distally, with 
an apparent twist, to its smallest diameter which I ain calling the neck. At 
this point the shaft usually curves dorsally and expands into a broad circu- 
lar disc which is concave on the right side and convex on the left. Ventral to 
this expanded disc is a definite spur and, in some, a supplementary small 
spur in front. Variation in this type of baculurn is primarily in size, propor- 
tions, depth of concavity, presence or absence of a supplementary spur, 
presence or absence of a small tuberosity proximal to the spur, and the 
outline of the posterodorsal edge of the expanded disc, pointed or rounded. 
A low dorsal keel on the shaft is, I believe, an age character; it is present in 
some, absent in others. 
Species possessing this general type of baculum have been variously sub- 
divided into subgenera by different authors. Inasmuch as no two agree in 
the arrangement, it seeiris quite clear that they have bcen arbilrary in niany 
instances. I believe that too m~tch weight has been given the character 
"presence or absence of a sinall l~remolar," and this has led to confusion in 
determining real relationships. I am not concerned here with subgenera, but 
only with a linear arrangement of the species represented by bacula to 
indicate possible relationships as shown by that element. I an1 tentatively 
placing those with this type baculum in three subgroups as follows: (1) 
Sciurus niger, S. oculntzcs, S. nrizonensis, and S. cm-olinensis. (2) Sciul-~rs 
poliop~cs, S. colliaci, S. nclsoni, S. socialis, S. -ilnl-iegntoirles, and S. y~ccatanei~- 
sis. (3) Scizcrus deppei, S. negligens, S. gmnatensis, S. (Microsciurus) al/ari, 
and S. al,leni. 
T h e  second type of baculurn found in the gcnus is rcprescnted by those 
of g~iseus and abelti. The  bacula of these two species are not only larger 
than the others, but the expanded distal cnd forms a vertical, elongated, flat 
keel which is pointed both distalIy and proximally. There is a sinall ventral 
spui- on that of aberti, a slight tuberosity at the position where one would 
expect the spur in grise~u. 
In  the various species considered here, length ranges £1-on1 8.8 to If .!I 
mm. An os clitoridis is probably present in all females. I t  is small and unde- 
veloped, but recognizable as belonging to Sciurus. 
T h e  illustrations (Pls. VIII and IX) are turned over, dorsal side down 
and ventral side up, that the more characteristic side (right) of the distal 
expansion might be shown. I trust that this will not lead to confusion. 
Stiurus ~zigel-.-The baculun~ in this species is relatively large; the shalt 
Lapers but slightly, ant1 the neck just back of the distal expansion is faiily 
thick. The  spur is rather blunt, but prominent; there is no supplenlentary 
spur, nor is there a tuberosity back of the spur. The  expanded distal part, 
in most specirneils, terminates posterodorsally in a rather sharp point which 
forums an acute angle with the shaft (PI. IX, a). Also, the edges ot the terlni- 
rial disc nlay be flared out or directed inward nearly to a hori~ontal position. 
Measurements of 15 specimens from Michigan (8), Iowa (I), Nebraska 
(I),  Alabama (l), and Georgia (4) are: length, 11.4-15.4 (12.6); length of 
expanded tip, 2.5-3.5 (2.9); height of tip, 2.9-3.6 (3.25); height of base, 2.2- 
3.3 (2.9); width of base, 1.9-2.8 (2.4). One female element is 3.7 mm. long. 
Sciurus oculatus.-In this species, the shaft tapers to a narrow neck, just 
back of the expanded distal end, and the spur is blunt instead of coming to 
a point; this is particularly true of the one illustrated (PI. VIII, c). The  
other specimen available is not quite as extreme, but shows the same general 
configuration. Some specimen5 of niger approach this condition, and those 
of alleni are suggestive of it. The  posterior part of the disc ends in a definite 
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point and is shaped like a hook. There is a prominent dorsal keel on the 
shalt. 
Measurements of two specimens from Querktaro are, respectively: 
length, 10.8, 11.5; length oC expanded tip, 2.7, 3.0; height of tip, 3.2, 3.2; 
height of base, 2.5, 2.8; width of base, 1.9, 2.1. 
Scizuus arizonensis.-The baculum has no supplementary spur, nor does 
it  have a tuberosity back of the main spur. There is some variation in the 
way the spur projects from the shaft. The  bone figured (Pl. VIII, f) has no 
riotcli posterior to its base, ancl the spur appears to be a continuation of the 
shaft. Other specimens have a notch there and the spur forms an angle with 
the shaft. Actually, the bone is quite similar to that of carolinensis. 
The  posterior edge of the disc is either rounded or forms a small point. 
In the former situation, the angle Conned with the shaft approximates 90 
degrees; in the latter, there is the appearance of a small hook. 
Measurements of eight specimens from Arizona are: length, 1 1.2-12.2 
(11.9); length of expanded tip, 2.4-3.0 (2.7); height of tip, 2.6-3.1 (2.9); 
height oi base, 2.5-2.9 (2.7); width of base, 1.9-2.5 (2.3). 
S~ iu rus  carolinensis.-Shaft of bone tapers little for proximal two-thirds; 
neck, posterior to expanded distal end, relatively thick; distal end forms 
lesser angle with main shaft than in other species; no supplementary spur 
or tuberosity posterior to spur, which is recurved and sharp or fairly straight 
and blunt (PI. IX, f). 
The  posterior edge of the disc varies from a rounded, blunt point to a 
definite hook with a sharp point. A short dorsal keel is present on the shaft 
just posterior to the neck. 
Measurements of 17 specimens from Maine (2), Pennsylvania (I), Michi- 
gan (4), Minne5ota (3), Iowa (2), Alabama (4), and Mississippi (1) are: 
length, 9.2-12.3 (10.6); length of expanded tip, 1.8-2.6 (2.3); height of tip, 
2.5-3.1 (2.8); height ol base, 1.8-2.8 (2.4); width of base, 1.5-2.5 (2.0). One 
female element is 3.5 mm. long. 
Sciz~rus poliopus.-The bone in this species is rather typical of the group 
(PI. VIII, g). T h e  shaft tapers gradually from a broad base, which is slightly 
higher than wide, to the neck just posterior to the expanded distal end. The  
spur on the ventral side is prominent, and a small supplementary spur 
anterior to the main one is present in eleven of the twenty specimens avail- 
able. Also, a small tuberosity, posterior to the spur, is evident in ten speci- 
mens. The  posterior edge of the expanded disc is normally rounded off, and 
the angle formed with the shaft is approximately 90 degrees. A keel may or 
may not be present on the dorsal part of the shaft. 
Measurements of 19 specimens from MichoacAn (lo), Jalisco (8), and 
Oaxaca (1) are: length, 10.1-13.8 (11.8); length of expanded tip, 2.6-3.2 
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(2.9); height of expantled tip, 2.8-3.5 (3.2); hcight ol base, 2.3-3.5 (3.0); 
width of base, 1.8-3.0 (2.46). 
Sciurus co1liaei.-The baculum resembles that in S. f io l~of~us  (PI. VIJI, 
c), but has a relatively heavier shaft in the two specimens available. Thc  
slight diflerences might come within the langc of normal vaiiation. There 
is a sinall spur anterior to the main one in one specimen. A tuberosity, pos- 
terior to the spur, is present in both. The  posterior edge of the disc is 
rounded; it forms approximately a right angle with the shaft. There is a 
dorsal keel on the shaft of one specimen. 
Measurements of two specimens iron1 Jalisco a1 e, I eq~ectivel y : length, 
10.9, 12.1; length of expanded tip, 3.0, 3.2; height of cxpanclcd tip, 3.3, 3.5; 
height of base, 3.3, 3.1; width of base, 2.8, 2.9. 
Sciurus ne1soni.-The one representative of this species has a relativcly 
small expandcd distal end. I t  has a large main spur with a distinct supple- 
mentary spur anterior to it and a small tubcrosity to its posterior. Thc  
distal disc is rather decply concave; the anterior edge is rolled inward, and 
the posterior edge forms a right-angle point which in turn lorlns a slightly 
greatcr than right angle with the shaft. T h e  illustlation (Pl. IX b) shows a 
tendinous attachment along the ventral surface. This is a tomnion occur- 
lencc in all individuals. In old age, this occcasionally ossifies (Wadc and 
Gilbert, 1940). 
Measurements of one spccirrien from Distrito Fcde~al, Rili.xico are: 
length, 12.0; length of expanded tip, 3.2; height of tip, 3.2; height of base, 
3.0; width of base, 2.5. 
Scizct us socialis.-One bone is I epiescnted. I t  is fairly \imple, does not 
have a supplementary spur, but has an indication of a tuberosity proximal 
to the spur. The  expanded distal end is rounded on its posterior edge and 
forms approxiniately a right angle with the shaft (Pl. IX, d). 
Measurements of one specimen from Oaxaca are: Icngth, 12.7; length of 
expanded tip, 2.7; height of tip, 3.0; height of base, 3.5; width of base, 2.8. 
Sciuruv variegatoidcs.-The baculum in this species (PI. VIII, h) has a 
rather large base, tapers to a rather narrow neck, and has a relatively snlall 
expanded tip, with the edges curled over in three specimens. Thelc is no 
supplementary spur, but a definite tuberosity is prescnt just posteiior to the 
main spur. T h e  posterior edge of the disc is rounded and a right angle is 
formed with the shaft. There is a dorsal keel on the shaft of one specimen. 
Measurements of four from Costa Rica and one from Panami are: 
length, 11.5-12.4 (12.1); length of expanded tip, 2.4-2.7 (2.6); height of tip, 
2.7-3.6 (3.0); height of base, 2.7-3.3 (3.0); width of base, 2.1-2.9 (2.4). 
Scizlrzls yucatanensir.-The one specimen available (Pl. VIII, d) has a 
relatively high base and small expanded distal end. There is a trace of a 
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supplementary spur, but no indication of a tuberosity posterior to the main 
spur. The  expanded part is deeply cupped on the right side, the dorsal edge 
is bent over, and is in a transverse plane relative to the vertical axis of the 
bone. I t  has a small point on its posterior edge. 
Measurements of one specimen from Quintana Roo are: length, 10.6; 
length of ex~>antlecI tip, 2.1; height of tip, 2.6; height of base, 3.0; width of 
base, 2.4. 
Sciurus deppci.-The bacula in this species are 1-elatively short and 
stocky; there is a distinct supplementary spur anterior to the main one, 
similar to negligens in this respect. The  posterior edge of the disc forms a 
sharp point; there is a definite notch between the point and the shaft. 
Measurements ol two specimens Goni Costa Rica and one from Guate- 
mala are: length, 9.8, 10.0, 10.0; length of expanded tip, 2.7, 3.0, 2.5; height 
of tip, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2; height of base, 3.3, 3.6, 2.9; width of base, 2.5, 2.5, 2.3. 
Stiur~ls neg1igens.-Raculum similar to that of S. cleppei, but soniewhat 
longer and slimnier (PI. IX, e). There is a small supplementary spur an- 
terior to the main one on the ventral side. Tlie expanded tip comes to a 
definite point posterodorsally, and a notch is formed with the shaft. There 
is a clefinite dorsal keel on the shaft. 
Mcasurelnents of one specimen from Tamaulipas are: length, 11.1; 
length of expanded tip, 2.6; height of tip, 2.8; height of base, 2.5; width of 
base, 2.3. 
Sciz~rus gmnatensis.-The baculum is short with a relatively thick shaft 
and a large expanded distal end. I t  has a small supplementary spur anterior 
to the main one. This does not show in the illustration (Pl. VIIJ, b) be- 
cause of the angle at which the bone is drawn. The  posterodorsal part of the 
expanded tip is sllarply pointed and a notch is formed with the shalt, which 
has a dorsal keel. The  bone would indicate definite relationships with S. 
clrppei and S. nrgligens. 
Measurement5 of two specilnens from Costa Rica and Panam5 are, re- 
spectively: length, 8.8, 10.2; length ol expanded tip, 3.0, 3.1; height of tip, 
3.0, 3.5; height ol base, 2.6, 3.0; width of base, 2.2, 2.3. One female element, 
Irom Panamri, is 3.7 mm. long. 
Sciurus (Microsciurus) a1fari.-Baculum small, but not relatively so; 
about the size and configuration of that in granatensis from Costa Rica; 
typical of those in most of the species of Sciurus, except aberti and griseus; 
shaft tapers gradually anteriorly to the expanded distal part which is rela- 
tively large (PI. VIII, a), and which terminates posteriorly in a sharp point. 
The  notch formed with the shaft gives the appearance of a hook. 
Measurements ol one specimen from Costa Rica are: length, 8.8; length 
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of expanded tip, 2.7; height of tip, 3.0; height of base, 2.9; width of base, 
2.3. 
Remarks.-From this element alone, the relationship with S. panatensis 
is clearly indicated. Certainly, there is no reason to place a l f a ~ i  n a genus 
separate from Scuirus. One could make a case for aberti and grzsezls, but not 
lor alfari. 
When J. A. Allen (1895) proposed Microsciurus as a subgenus, the char- 
acters he gave were general proportional ones, especially an expanded "ma- 
lar." Goldmen (1912) elevated Microscizlrus to Cull generic rank, and added 
to Allen's briei characterization "simpler dentition than Sciwr~is . . ." In 
my estimation, both of the above authors placed too much importance on 
minor characters. I doubt if subgeneric rank is justified. I, therelore, pro- 
pose that alfari be placed in the subgenus Guerlinguetus Gray. 
Since the above was written, Moore's (1959) classification has been pub- 
lished. He admits the close relationship between Microstil~rus and Gz6c.r- 
linguetus (p. 178), but lollows by placing Microsciurlis in a different sub- 
tribe, Microsciurina. I cannot agree with this decision. T h e  only character 
that he gives as evidence for separation of the two is the extent to which the 
squamosal extends up the side of the cranium. 
Sciurlls a1leni.-The baculum in this species is average in size and pro- 
portions. There is no supplementary spur. One specimen has a small 
tuberosity just posterior to the prominent spur. The  posterodorsal edge oC 
the expanded tip ends in a blunt point (PI. IX, c) and an acute notch is 
formed with the shaft, which has a pronounced dorsal keel. 
Measurements of two specimens from Nuevo Le6n are, respectively: 
length, 11.0, 11.0; length of expanded tip, 3.1, 2.9; height of tip, 3.2, 3.0; 
height of base, 2.8, 2.9; width of base, 2.2, 2.3. 
Sciurus griwur.-The bone in this species is the largest (with the possible 
exception oE S. abertz) of those represented. T h e  shaft is lairly round and 
gently curved on the basal half. The  distal end has a high flat keel on its 
dorsal cclge; the keel is pointed both distally and proximally. The  ventral 
surface bears a slight tuberosity in the position of the spur on S. aberli (PI. 
IX, h). 
Measurements of two specimens from Los Angeles County, California, 
are, respectively: length, 15.2, 16.9; length of keel, 5.8, 6.3; height of distal 
end, 2.2, 2.4; height ol base, 2.0, 2.5; width of base, 1.6, 2.3. One os clitoridis 
is 5.4 mm. long. 
Remarks.-Relationships, as indicated by the baculum, arc with S. 
aberti, and distantly with other members of the genus. This was pointed out 
by Wade and Gilbert (1940). 
Sciurus abrrtc.-The rounded shaft of the baculum in this species has  a 
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gradual taper distally and a gentle curve ventrally (PI. IX, g). A flattened, 
high keel forms the tip of the bone; there is a small spur ventrally, the spur 
seems to be homologous with that ol other rnembcrs of the genus and serves 
to indicate intermediacy between S. griseus and other species of Sriurz~s. 
The  bone is longer than any other except that of glicezlc. 
Measurements oE two specimens from Durango and New Mexico ale, 
respectively: length, 15.9, 16.3; lcngth of keel, 4.0, 4.2; height of distal end, 
2.9, 2 9; height of base, 2.4, 2.6; width of base, 1.7, 2.3. 
Remarks.-Si/e and configuration of the bone indicate closest relation- 
ship with S. glisezcs. The  small spui and mole lounded keel than that of 
glrcp~r~ distantly link alherti with other species of Scll~r us. 
The  two ~pecies in this genus differ so markedly in the character of the 
1)aculum that one would likely place them in separate genera if he had only 
this element on which to base his classification. A comparison of the bacu- 
lum of G. sabrinz~s with the illustrations and descriptions given by Pocock 
(1923:242-44, fig. 28 c, d, e) for Hylopetes nlboniger lead me to the belief 
that sabrinus is more closely related to Hylopetes than it is to volans. If true, 
this might indicate a later interchange between Asia and North America for 
~abrinus than for -clolans. Thc  southern distribution for 7tolnn~ and the more 
northerly one for snbrinzls also supports this theory. 
Glaucomys sabrinus.-The bone in this species is relatively short, broad, 
and doubly curved from lateral view (PI. IV, a, b). The  base is concave 
lrom an end view. From the proximal end the shaft narrows slightly then 
cxpands into a broad trough-like section that narrows as it curves abruptly 
upward with a twist of about 90 degrees. The  concave side becomes convex 
and the convex side concave. There is a prominent tooth-like projection at 
the bend. The  distal portion is superficially similar to that of Sciurus, and 
probably indicates distant relationships with that genus. White (1953~) fig- 
ured and briefly described the baculum of sabrinuc. 
Measurements of 17 specimens from Michigan (9), North Carolina (l), 
Washington ( l ) ,  Montana (l), and South Dakota (5) are: length, 6.3-7.3 
(6.8); greatest width of shaft, 1.7-2.1 (1.8). A female element, 0.8 mm. long, 
ir a simple nodule with little character. 
Glaucornys volans.-The bone in this species is a long, slender, twisted 
shaft with the basal end but slightly expanded (PI. IV, c). The  shalt is wid- 
est at about mid-point where a groove starts and continues to the distal end. 
The  bone terminates in a double condyle-like structure with the groove of 
the shaft continuing to near the anterior edge of one of the "condyles." 
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There is no resemblailce to other sciurids. Pocock (1923) thought that the 
bone of uolans was similar in rnany respects to that of Hylopetcs. I cannot 
agree with hiin on this. 
Measurements of seven specimens from Michigan (6) and Louisiana (1) 
are: length, 12.1-12.8 (12.6); greatest width ot shaft, 1.0-1.1 (1.04). An os 
clitoridis is 1.0 mm. long. 
Cast07 canndenszs.-Friley (19490) studied 50 bacula of beaver fiorn 
Michigan. Of these, he classed 31 as yearlings, 12 in the two- and three-yea1 
class, and lour as four years or older. Inasmuch as he figured the baculun~ 
and described it in detail, suffice it to state that the bone is a lairly simple 
one with an enlalgecl base which tapeis rapidly into the shaft that ends dis- 
ally in a blunt, rounded point (PI. 1, f). The  shalt has a slight downward 
curvature, and the base is flattened ventrally. Pallas (1778) gave an excelle~lt 
illustration for the european beaver. 
Measurements of the three classes are from Friley (1949 1)). Yearling 
class (34 specimens): length, 22.2-31.5 (26.8); height of basc, 3.3-6.35 (4.8). 
Two- and three-year class (12 specimens): length, 28.0-34.2 (31.4); height of 
base, 5.6-7.4 (6.6). Four-year-olds and older (4 specimens): length, 32.9-36.6 
(34.4); height 01 I~ase, 7.4-8.6 (7.9). 
Membcrs ol this family have fairly s in~ l~ le  rod-like bacula, somewllat 
bulbous on the proximal end and pointed on the distal end. The  rounded 
shaft curves gently upward in most of them, but is nearly straight in some. 
Definite relationships with the family Heteromyidae are indicated. S i ~ e  of
the bone is not necessarily correlated with s i ~ e  of the animal. The  largest 
bone is that of Thornornys talpoides and the smallest is that of the large T. 
bzllbiuoreu. In some, the species may be identified froin this bone alone 
(tnlpoides); in others this is not true. The  baculunl of Geornys is so similar 
to the bone in some species of Thonzomys that the genera cannot always be 
separated without recourse to other characters. Geographic variation, pri- 
marily in size, is apparent in wide-ranging species such as T. l~ottae. Age 
variation can usually be detected by the size of the proxinlal bulbous por- 
tion, as well as by length of bone. 
Thomomys bottae.-The bone in this species is fairly uniform, except for 
size, throughout the range (PI. X, m, n). I t  is simple, with a gentle upward 
curvature of the shaft. The  proximal end is bulbous, usually slightly greater 
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in dorsoventral than lateial diameter, and the distal end tapers to a blunt 
point. 
Although my series from any one locality is too snlall to be significant 
except in a general way, thoce from New Mexico (16 specimens of four sub- 
species, collzs, nio~~ilzis, pagllatae, and planolzlnz) appear to be largest 
(length, 1 1.1-1 5.7; average, 13.4) and those lroin Lower Calif01 nia (two 
qxcimens o l  l i tori~) smallest (length, 9.7, 10.9 mm). Some of the small high- 
niountain lorms ale not iepiesented. From California, 26 specimens of the 
lollowing races are represented: bottae (3), caOezo?zae (3), znfr apallzdur (7), 
~lzelunot~\ (4), ~noho-oenszs (3), neglrctzu (2), pallr~cens (I), pe~pallzdlls (I), 
and pmpes (2). One subspecies, cent?alz~, with three specimens, is floln 
Nevada. There are 38 specimens of six subspecies froin Ari7ona: collznzis (7), 
ronzoba1)lensis (7), hzleyi (7), modiclls (9), phasnza (I), and puszl l~~s (7); 
and tlirec spciinens representing two subspecies nnitae (1) and lzlo??, (2), 
l t  om Lower California. 
Measurements of the entire seiies of 86 specimens are: length, 9.1-15.7 
(1 1.9); height o l  base, 1.0-2.5 (1.7); width of base, 0.9-2.1 (1.4). 
Thonzomys z~nzb?i~zus.-Baculuin similar in general to that of bottne, but 
smaller and with the base somewhat flattened laterally (Pl. X, k, 1). Four 
specimens of T. u. burtz and lour of T. u. proxzmus, iroin the Santa Rita 
Mountains, Ari~ona,  constitute the sample available. T h e  bones of prox- 
imus are in the si7e iangc of bottnr nzodzcus from the valley to the west of 
the Santa Ritas. There is a possibility that p?oximus is a bottnr, and not 
11n.r brznus. 
Measurements of four spcci~nens of 111lrti ale: length, 9.0-9.7 (9.4); height 
of base, 1.4-2.2 (16); width of base, 1.0-1.7 (1.25). Four specimens of plox- 
I V I I ~ Y  measure: length, 10.9-1 2.0 (1 1.2); height oi base 1.2-1.7 (1.4); width 
ol base, 1.1-1.3 (1.2). 
Tltomomys hulbi-oolur.-This l a ~ g e  pocket gopher has the smallest 
baculum 01 any geo~nyids exanlined (il the specimen before me is adult). I t  
is a simple bone with a bul1,ous basal end, slightly wiclei than high, that 
tapers rapidly into tlie slender shaft (PI. X, i, i). The  shaft curves slightly 
upward and terminates in a sinall knob. 
T h e  one specimen from Oregon measures: length, 8.5; height of base, 
I .5; width of base, 1.8. 
Thomomys ta1pozder.-This species is represented by the largest bacula 
of any of the geomyids examined. The  bulbous proximal end is slightly if 
any greater in diameter than in some specimens of bottae, but the enlarged 
part extends farther up  the shaft. T h e  entire bone tapers gradually from 
proximal to distal end, and the shaft is slightly curved upwald (Pl. X, o, p). 
1 am not certain that all hones measured are of comparable age; those that 
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obviously are young are not included. However, those measured indicate 
geographic differences in size as well as proportions. I suspect that if suffi- 
cient series were at hand from enough localities within the range of the 
species sonle definite clines would be apparent (Table 1). Certainly, tal- 
poides should be placed at one end of the linear series of Thomomys, not 
in the middle as in Miller and Kellogg (1955). 
TABLE 1 
8741 2 15.2 1.4 1.3 Montana triuialh 
87414 16.4 1 .6 1.5 
87422 15.1 1.8 1.9 
87424 16.2 1.4 1 .I 
87463 17.3 2.1 1 .8 1Vyoming bridgeri 
87468 16.7 2.0 2.3 
90259 18.3 1.4 1.5 South Dakota nebuloszis 
821 14 22.3 1.9 2.0 New Mexico tnylori 
821 17 22.6 2.4 2.5 
82121 23.1 1.9 1.8 
821 30 21.3 2.3 2.1 
82134 23.8 2.0 1.9 
82 136 22.5 2.0 2.0 
82137 25.7 2.3 2.1 
105653 30.2 1.4 1.5 Washington taco?ne?lsis 
Geomys bzirsarius.-The bacula in Geomys, although similar to some 
Tlzomomys and some Cratogeomys, usually may be distinguished by the 
dorsoventrally flattened and laterally expanded tip (Pl. X, a, b). Kennerly 
(1958) described and figured them for G. Fz~rsarius and G. personatus. 
Measurements of live specimens from New Mexico (I), Oklahoma (2), 
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and Minnesota (2) are: length, 10.1-1 1.9 (1 1.1); height of base, 1.5-2.0 (1.7); 
width of base, 1.4-1.8 (1.6). 
Crntogeomys variz~s.-The bone in this species has a broad, dorsoven- 
trally flattened base that tapers gradually into a relatively heavy shalt. The  
upturned shaft terminates in a laterally expanded, flattened tip. The  bone 
is broader than high cxcept for that part just preceding the distal end, 
~vhich is round in cross section (PI. X, e, f). 
Measurements ol seven specimens Erom Michoacsn are: length, 10.0-12.5 
(1 1.2); height of base, 0.9-1.5 (1.3); width oT base, 1.8-2.5 (2.0). 
Crcltogeomys ?net.?-ianzi.-'Two specimens from MPxico difEer slightly in 
detail. Both are dorsoventrally flattened from the base to near the upturned 
tip, which is not flattened as in C. uarizcs. One specimen has wing-like lat- 
eral projections 3.5 mm. back of the tip, the other does not have these. The  
first specimen also has a slight keel along its dorsal surface. If the few speci- 
inens available are representative, the two species of Crntogeom,ys may be 
distinguished by this bone alone (PI. X, g. h). 
Measurements o i  the two specimens are, respectively: length, 13.9, 13.8; 
height of base, 1.4, 1.5; width ol base, 2.6, 3.0. 
Zygogeonzys t~ichopu.r.-I have one specimen from Michoacin (PI. X, c, 
d). I t  is similar to that o l  Crntogeomys in that the shaft is flattened and 
slightly curved. But the base is only slightly wider than high and the tip is 
not noticeably expanded. T h e  rnitldle part of the shaft is broad and nearly 
parallel-sided, then i t  narrows al>ruptly about 3 mni. I'ronl the distal end. 
Measurements of the one specimen are: length 12.8; height of base, 1.8; 
width o l  base, 2.1. 
With the exception oC Pe~ogna t l~z~s  hi~pidus, bacula in members of this 
family fall into a genela1 pattein. They are simple rods, usually with ex- 
panded basal ends, and with tapering shafts that vaiy in dinlensions arid 
arriounts of curvature. Relationship with the Farnily Geomyidae is clearly 
indicated. 
GENUS Perognnt hzcs 
I have previously desc~ ibed and figuretl the baculn for sevel al species of 
Perngnathus ( B u t ,  1936). The  atlditional rnateiial that ha, acc~lmulated in 
the interim substantiates my foi~rler conclusions concerning relationships 
within this genus. Three 5pecie~ (fornzosur, Onzlryi, and h~rfizdus) caused 
Osgood (1909) tiouble when he ievised the genus. They did not fit nicely 
Into the two subgenera, $0 he albitrarily l)laceti fo?nzoszts 111 the subgenus 
Pprognathllr ant1 bcl~l~yz '111cl ~ I Y ~ I ~ I I C  in the 5ul)genus C'hn~lorJ~puv with the 
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following qualifying statement. "One of these (fo7-mosus) is a Perognatlzncs 
with strong inclination toward Chaetodipus; another (Daileyi) presents the 
reverse case; and the third (hispidus) must be classed as a Chaetodipus, 
though it is aberrant in some ways." A study of the bacula bears out Os- 
good's conclusions based on skin and skull characters. 
The  silky pocket mice of the subgenus Pe~ognathus (except fornzos~~s) 
have a short bxulum with a rclatively large, bulbous basal end that tapers 
rapidly into the slender shaft which turns up at  a nearly right angle dis- 
tally, and tenninates in a point (PI. XI, c-e). 
The  baculum in members of the subgenus Chnetodipi~s (except baileyi 
ant1 hispidus) is relatively longer and more slender than that just described 
for the subgenus Pcrognathus. The  basal portion is slightly bulbous and the 
distal end is upturned. As the bone is viewed from the lateral aspect, it is 
roughly sigmoici in outline (PI. XI, h, i). 
111 the species formosus and baileyi, the bone is extremely slender, only 
slightly enlarged at the basal end, and the shaft has a gentle curve upward. 
T h e  point does not bend abruptly as in the others described above (PI. XI, 
f. g). 
The  baculum in hispidus differs from all others in the genus, as well as 
in the family Heteromyidae, in having a three-lobed distal end instead of 
terminating in a point (PI. XI, j, k). 
There is little variation in the bacula of individuals of an age group in a 
given species. Between related species, variation is principally in size, curva- 
ture of the bone, and relative size of the basal end. The  size range in the 
entire genus varies from 4.1 (longinzembris) to 18.1 (hispidus) in length. 
Remarks.-My linear arrangement differs from that of Miller and Kel- 
logg (1955) only in that formosz~s and baileyi follow the spinatus group, 
and hispidus is placed at  the end. T o  be consistent, two new subgenera 
should be erected to take care of these three species that do not fit. How- 
ever, this should be based on a totality of characters, not just the baculum. 
All ~neasurelnerlts of length were made parallel to the long axis of the bone, 
thus, the turned up tip is not included. They are to the nearest tenth of a 
millimeter. 
Perognathus fasciatus.-The one specimen available (PI. XI, d), from 
Montana, is typical of the silky pocket mice. T h e  basal end is less bulbous 
than in merriami, or pawus, but the general configuration is the same-a 
gently curving shaft that tapers gradually to the upturned distal end. I t  
measures 7.5 mm. in length and 1.0 mm. in dorsoventral diameter of the 
base. 
Perognathus /lawescens.-Two specimens, one young, from Nebraska and 
Oklahoma are availalde. The  l>ulbous base is wider than high and the tip 
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turns up to lorrn an obtuse angle with the shaft, similar to that of fasciatzcs. 
The  adult specimen is 7.0 mm. long and thc base is 1.0 mm. in height. 
Perognathus nzerriami.-Three specimens from Texas represent this 
species. The  basal end is large; from the base, the shaft aches slightly up- 
ward, then downward and up again at the tip (PI. XI, c). 
Measurements are: length, 5.2, 5.8, 6.1; height of base, 0.8, 1.0, 0.9. 
I'crognathus jlavus.-Eight specimens are available iron1 Arizona (2), 
New Mexico (3), Nebraska (l), and Querktaro (2). They ale fairly unifornl 
throughout this wide range. The  large bulbous basal end is wider than 
high; the shaft curves up in the middle and again at the distal end. 
Measurements of six specimens are: length, 6.8-7.2 (6.8); height of base, 
1.0-1.2 (1.1). 
Perognathzl~ longinzem b? is.-I have ten specimens flonl Calilo~nia and 
three lrom Nevada. The  bulbous proximal end varies froin being wider 
than high to h~gher  than wide. The  bone in this species is the smallest ol 
those represented. General shape is sinlilal to those desclibed above. 
R/Ieasuiemcnts 01 13 specimens are: length, 4.1-6.6 (5.2); height ol base, 
0.4-0.8 (0.5). 
Pcrog~latllus an~plz~~.-1 had one specirncn lronl Ali/on,l whc~l I did nly 
previous study (Bull, 1936). I t  is typical of the bones ol this group; the base 
is wider than high and thc shaft tapers gladually lrorn the bulbous base to 
the pointed tip. I t  was 7.1 mm. long and the base was 0.7 mm. in height. 
Perognatlzus iizornatz~s.-Thirteen spcciinens, nine of which are adults, 
are available. Similar to amplus and others in the group; shalt tapers from 
cnlarged base to pointed upturned tip. 
Measurements of seven specirncns are: length, 6.0-6.6 (6.4); height of 
base, 0.6-1.2 (0.8). 
Perognathzcs parvzcs.-I had none of these pleviously, but now have 26 
fro111 Washington and one flom Wyoming. They are typical or thc silky- 
hailed pocket mice, and are the largest in this group. The  base is nearly 
circular in cross section (Pl. XI, e). 
Rileasurernents ol nine adults are: length, 7.5-8.4 (7.95); height ot base, 
0.7-1.0 (0.87). 
Perognathus penicil1atus.-Twenty-eight specimens from California (7), 
Arizona (8), Sonora, including Turner's and Tiburon islands (lo), and 
Texas (3) are available. T h e  base is nearly circular in cross section; the 
shaft forms a long signloid in lateral view and tapers gradually from the 
slightly enlarged base to the pointed upturned tip; similar to goldmani (Pl. 
XI, h). 
Me;tsurc~nents of 27 spetimei~s arc: length, 9.0-12.9 (11.0); height of 
base, 0.5-1.3 (0.8). 
Remarks.-l'hc s i ~ e  range is pal tially ;I lesult ol age d i t t r~  PnLc\, pal tially, 
perhaps, gcogiaphic. Aiizona specimens appeal to be largest wit11 a lange 
111 length ot 11.5 to 12.9 nlm. Specinlens 11onl l ' i bu~on  Islnntl lange floin 
9.5 to 11.3 in lengtli. There are too few speciinens, and none are of known 
age, to a t t~ iba t e  vaiiation in s i ~ e  to any one factoi. 
Per.ognnthus nr.cnnr.iz~s.-There are 14 specimens from Lower California. 
Sinli1;lr in every respect to the bones oP l~enicillntz~s except that the base is 
slightly higher than wide. 
Measurements o i  seven adults arc: length, 9.7-12.1 (10.5); height of base, 
0.8-1.0 (0.9). 
I'o?ognal/l?rs peln/x.-We have one cleaned spc~inien from Sonora and 
six in glycerin lronr Sinaloa. The  base is higher th,~ri wide and the distal 
end (iirves upwart1 sh;tl l~ly I t  tliffe~s C I O I I I  gold7,ln~li (PI. XI,  i)  chiefly in 
being smaller. Length of the one specinieii is 1 1.1; height of base is 1.0. 
I'c,tognnthz~s 21rtermrt1~z15.-'~111ee specinlens each froin Arilona and New 
h4exico ieplesent this species. The  base is neaily equ'll in height and width, 
si~nilar to the hone figuicd To1 golrlrr7a11z (PI. XI, i). 
Measu~en~en ts of live spccimenc arc: length, 10.5-1 2.3 (1  1.2); height of 
I~ase, 0.8-1.0 (0.85). 
Pcrognnll/zi~ n~lso7/i.-I have two spec inlens rroni Texns and one (bio- 
kcn) lrorn Talnaulipas. They are typical of the spiny pothct nlouse gioup. 
T h e  two fro111 Texas ineasuie, respectively: length, 12.0, 12.3; height of 
base, 0.8, 0.9. 
Pcl-og-ntrlhz~s g.oId~trtr~~i.-Six specinlens 211-c ;~v;~ilable fro111 Sonora. These 
arc fairly large, signioitl-shaped bones with a slightly enlarged basal end ant1 
a11 upturned dist;~l end which forins approxin~ately a right ;~ngle with the 
shaft (PI. XI, i). 'I'he base is slightly higher tllan wide. Thcse were tlcsrril~ed 
under the naille nl-tus ~)reviously (Kurt, 1936). 
Mcasureir~ents of five specimens are: length, 13.2-1'1.1 (13.5); height of 
Ijase, 0.9-1.1 (0.96). 
Pe?.ogn.atlzus califo~~zicus.-Most of the 22 specirncns available Prom Cali- 
fornia appear to be young. The  basal part is nearly in line with the shaft 
which curves gradually upward to near the end where the tip has an  abrupt 
upward turn. I t  is easily identifiable as a member of the spiny pocket mouse 
group. 
Measurements of four adults are: length, 11.1-1 1.6 (1 1.4); height of 
base, 0.9-1.0 (0.92). 
Pe?,ognathz~s l)ir~cltz~s.-This species is representetl by the largest series 
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(58) of any in the genus, all from Lower California, including many of the 
islantls in the gulf oi California. The  slightly enlarged basal end is nearly 
circular in cross section and the entire bone is sigmoid shaped in lateral 
outline. 
RiIeasurelnents of 51 specimens are: length, 9.3-13.0 (10.9); height 01 
base, 0.4-0.9 (0.68). 
Remarks.-Here, as in $enicillatus, I cannot determine whether varia- 
tion in size is a result of age differences, individual variability, or of geo- 
graphic position. The  largest series from one locality is from Angel de la 
Guartla Island. Sixceen specimens range in length from 9.6 to 12.0 mm. 
Perognatlzus for7nosus.-The baculum in this species is a simple, nearly 
straight spicule with the base slightly enlarged (PI. XI, f). The  tip may have 
a perceptible upturn in some. 
Measurements of three specinlens frorn Nevade are: length, 8.5, 8.7, 9.1; 
height of base, 0.4, 0.3, 0.3. 
Remarks.-Relationships, based on the baculunl, seeins to be with bni- 
Zcyl. Certainly, they are not with any ocher species of Perognnthus. 
Pcrognathus baileyi.-The bone in this species is relatively small for the 
size of the animal. I t  is a simple spicule similar to that in formosus (PI. XI, 
g). The  shaft is nearly straight and the basal end is slightly enlarged. 
Measurelnen ts of 15 specimens from Arizona (I), Sonora (I), and Lower 
California (13) are: length, 8.5-11.0 (9.2); height of base, 0.5-0.8 (6.47). 
I'erognnthus hislidus.-The baculunl in this species is the largest in the 
genus. The  somewhat expanded basal end may be higher than wide, the 
reverse, or nearly circular in cross section. The  shaft is nearly straight and 
terminates in three lobes, two ventral and one dorsal (PI. XI, j, k). The  
bone is unique in this respect. 
Measurements of eleven adults and sub-adults froni Nebraska (I),  Kan- 
sas ( I ) ,  Oklahorna (3, and Texas (6) are: length, 14.8-18.1 (16.4); height of 
base, 1.3-1.9 (1.57). 
Remarks.-The peculiar structure on the distal elid of the bone sets this 
apart from all others. Even generic relationships are not indicated by the 
baculum. This structure is well developed in one half-grown specimen. Iden- 
tification of the species may be positive with this element alone. 
In  this genus, as in Perognnthus and Dipodomys, the baculum has a 
bulbous proximal end, a slightly upturned shaft, and a rather abruptly 
~ipturned or laterally flattened distal end. However, the upturned distal 
portion is of less exlent than in Dipodomys and many of the Perognathu~. 
Differences between species are primarily in the shape of the distal end. L. 
fliclzts has a definite ventral keel on the extreme tip; L. crispus has the 
distal enti slightly flattened clorsoventrally and broadened laterally; L. 
irl-ot.ntzls has a simple tip that is round in cross section. T h e  three species 
may be recognized by this element alone. Relationships appear to be closer 
to Pej.ognnthus than to Dipodo~~lys. 
Lionzys ;biclus.-The basal, 1)ulbous end is usually higher than wide antl 
tapers gradually into the slightly upcurved shaft. Subterminally, just before 
the tip turns upward, the shaft is flattened tlorsoventrally; imnlediately 
Sollowing this it is flattened laterally to form a ventral keel on the upturned 
tip. T h e  species is easily identifiable by this ch;1r;1cteristic alone (1'1. XT, 11). 
Measurements of 26 specimens from Nayarit (3), Jalisco (Z), Rilichoacin 
(2), Guerrero (4), Oaxaca (9), Chiapas (5), and Vera Cruz (1) are: length, 
8.0-10.0 (8.8); height of base, 0.9-1.7 (1.3); width o l  base, 0.8-1.5 (1.1). 
L ~ ~ T ~ I J ~ s  71~Pz1s.-The seiies 01 bacula ~~v,~ i lab le  av iagc slightly srnallel 
tli,~n in pictus. The  base is higher than wide antl tapcis gi,~dually into the 
slightly ciuvetl shakt. The  extrei-rle tip widens peiteptibly then comes to an 
acute point owing 10 a dorsove~ltral flattening of the uptuined part. T h e  
species m,ty be lecogni/ccl by this charactelistic. 
Measulernents 01 13 spe~ilricns frorn Chiap'ls ,Lie: length, 6.9-8.5 (7.8); 
height of base, 1.1-1.5 (1 3); width of base, 0 9-13 (1.1). 
Lionzys i7.l-07-nlzc.s.-The baculiinl differs lroirr thosc of piclux and c~ispus 
in that the basal part is usually nearly splrerical: i t  tapers rather abruptly 
into the shaft. Also, the distal end is a simple, round, upturned point (PI. 
XI, a). 
Measurernerits ol' 27 spccii~lens from Jalisco (I), bliclloarin (2), Guer- 
ero (2), 0ax;ic.a (8), l 'aniaul i l ) ;~~ ( I ) ,  QuerCtal-o (4), Pue11l;l (5), ant1 Dis- 
trito Federal (4) are: length, 7.3-8.7 (7.9); height o l  base, 1.1-1.7 (1.4); 
width of base, 1.0-1.6 (1.24). 
Mic~odipodops pnl1id.ns.-1 have two adults antl three young of this 
species. T h e  bacululm is definitely intermediate between those oT the silky 
pocket mice and the kangaroo rats. T h e  large basal part tapers into a shaft 
that curves moderately upward, but the end is not upturned as in Dipo- 
dornys and most Pel-ognnthzrs (PI. XII, b). Simpson (1945) placed them in 
the Dipodomyinae. 
Measurements of two specimens from Nevada are: length, 6.3, 6.8; height 
of base, 1.0, 1.0; width ol base, 0.8, 0.9. 
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All of the species treated here, except phillipsi, were described and fig- 
ured in a previous paper (Burt, 1936). Close relationship with the genus 
Perognathz~s is indicated by the structure of the baculum. The  bone in 
Dipodonzys is characteristic of the genus, although some, particularly in the 
merrian7,i group, approach those of certain Perognathus. In my previous 
study 1 had but one specimen of spectabilis; that was a young one. I was 
not aware ol this at  the time, but subsequent material indicates that spec- 
tnbi1i.s has the largest bone in the group, and it should be aligned with those 
that have greatly enlarged basal ends. I have seen no specimens of D. elator. 
Blair (1954) had one specimen and stated that it "is very similar to the 
baculuni of wzerriami and it is quite unlike that of spectabilis." In  the linear 
arrangement that follows, 1 am deviating from that given in Miller and 
ICcllogg (1955) by beginning with spectabilis and plzillipsi, following with 
the heermnmnni and ordi groups, and concluding with the merriami group. 
Dipodomys spectabi1is.-The bacululn in this species is the largest in the 
genus (PI. XII, j). The  bulbous basal end is sculptured in old animals, and 
is higher than wide. From this end, the shaft tapers gradually to the pointed 
tip, which is upturned at approxiinately a right angle to the nearly straight 
shaft. One specimen (UMMZ 85414) shows injury or disease on the distal 
end, which terlninates in a small knob with a swollen ring just short of the 
tip. In adults, the species may be identified by this bone alone. Eight speci- 
niens (two young) are available. 
Measurements ol five adults from Arizona (4) and Texas (1) are: length, 
15.3-16.1 (15.6); height of base, 1.9-2.8 (2.2); width of base, 1.4-2.0 (1.7). 
Dipodo?~~,ys phi,Zli$si.-The one specimen available differs lrom all others 
in the sharp angle that the upturned tip makes with the shaft (PI. XII, i). 
In the o~hers, the tip curves upward, but in phillipsi the tip angles abruptly 
frorn the shalt. The  bulbous proximal end tapers gradually into the fairly 
straight shalt. In general shape, it seems to be nearest that of spectabilis, but 
there is a great size diEerence. I t  certainly does not align with rncrriarni 
(Setzer, 194-9). 
Measurements of the one specimen from Oaxaca are: length, 10.5; height 
of base, 1.3; width of base, 1.2. 
Dipodomys heermanni.-In this species the large, bulbous basal end of 
the bone is higher than wide. I t  tapers abruptly into the shaft which con- 
tinues to taper gradually to the upturned tip (PI. XII, f). One specimen (L. 
M. Huey, 10040) apparently had the tip injured and instead of terminating 
in a gracefully curved point, it is club-shaped. The  angle formed by the tip 
with the main axis of thc shaft varies horn a right angle to a slightly 
obtuse one. Comparing the bone ol' this sl~ecies with that of clgilis, Koul- 
ware (1943) stated tll;rt "The length and curvature of the os penis, or bacu- 
luin, readily difSerentiates the two species. The  baculunl of heernzanni is 
longer and curves downward more abruptly at the distal end than that of 
agi1i.r. In adult Izeernzanni . . . the bacula are 11.1 mm., 11.6 1n111., and 12.0 
mm. long, respectively. In adult agilis . . . the bacula are 9.8 mm. ant1 9.9 
unm. long." 
R4easurenlents of three adults fro111 California are: lcngth, 11.7, 11.8, 
12.0; height of base, 2.3, 1.8, 2.0; width ol base, 1.9, 1.5, 1.5. 
Dipodornys pananzintint~s.-In my previous paper (Kurt, 1936) these 
were treated under the names D. nzohnuensis and D. leucogc~zys, now con- 
sidcred races 01 the species f~a?taminti~zus. The  baculum is indistinguishable 
lronr that of D. heermanni. The  serics before me averages a trifle smaller 
than the three specimens of heermanni. 
Measurements of nine specimens lrom California are: length, 10.0-1 1.2 
(10.7); height of basc, 1.3-1.8 (1.6); width of base, 1.1-1.7 (1.3). 
Dipodornys ingcns.-Sirnilar in configuration to the bones ol I~ecr~nanni  
and pannnzinti~zz~s, but possibly slightly larger (Pl. X11, h). 
Measurements of three specinlens from Calilornia are: length, 10.8, 12.4, 
13.1; height of base, 1.8, 2.0, 2.1; width of basc, 1.6, 1.9, 1.9. 
l)ipodom,ys ordi.-The baculunl is similar in every respect to that of 
lzeermarzni (PI. X11, g). 
Measurements of 18 specimens Irorrl Montana ( I ) ,  Wyorning (I), Ne- 
braska (I), Oklahoma (2), Texas (5), Arizona (2), New Mexico (5), and 
Querktaro (1) are: length, 10.7-12.5 (11.3); height of base, 1.6-2.3 (2.0); 
width of base, 1.4-2.1 (1.66). 
Dipodortzys agi1i.r.-The bone in this species averages slightly slnaller 
than others with the large, bulbous basal ends. Otherwise, I can see no diC- 
ferences (Pl. XII, e). 
Measurements of eight specimens l r o ~ n  C;alil'ornia are: length, 9.0-10.3 
(9.7); height of base, 1.3-1.9 (1.6); width ol base, 1.1-1.4 (1.3). 
Dipodomys microps.-Unless the four specimens available are all young, 
the baculu~n is the smallest and most delicate in the genus. The  basal end 
is only slightly enlarged and is nearly circular in cross section. 
Measurements of four specimens from California (2) and Nevada (2) 
are: length, 7.3-8.3 (7.85); height of base, 0.8-1.0 (0.9); width of base, 0.6- 
0.9 (0.75). 
Dipodomys deserti.-Although this is one of the larger kangaroo rats, 
the baculum is relatively and actually (except for microps) the smallest of 
those before me (PI. XJT, a). The  basal end is slightly enlarged and some- 
what higher than wide; it tapers gradually into the shaft, and the distal end 
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is ~urned up at nearly a right angle. One specimen has been broken and 
repaired about a third of the way back from the distal end. 
Measurenlents of four specimens from Nevada are: length, 8.4-9.9 (9.25); 
height of base, 0.9-1.3 (1.15); width of base, 0.8-1.0 (0.9). 
Dipodonzys merrianzi.-The baculum in this species is relatively long. 
The  moderately enlarged basal end tapers gradually into the shaft which 
has a slight ventral curvature then a dorsal one near the distal end. The  tip 
does not curve dorsally at  as acute an angle as in the species previously 
discussed (Pl. XII, c). The  species may be recognized from the bone alone, 
if it is an adult. The  basal end is slightly, if any, higher than wide. 
Measurements of 5 1 specimens from California (22), Nevada (12), 
Arizona ( l l ) ,  Sonora (3), Tarnaulipas (I), and Texas (2) are: length, 9.3- 
11.7 (10.8); height of base, 1.0-1.7 (1.2); width of base, 0.8-1.3 (1.06). 
l>ipodonzys nitrntoides.-The bone in this species is similar to that in 
nze~riarni, but longer. There is no  overlap in measurements of length be- 
tween nitmtoides and merrianzi. The  basal end is about the same size as 
that in merrinmi. By length and general proportions, the species may be 
identified from the adult bone alone. Its relationships are definitely with 
merriami, as indicated by the baculum (PI. XII, d). 
Measurements of seven specimens from California are: length, 13.0-13.7 
(13.3); height of base, 1.0-1.2 (1.13); width of base, 0.9-1.0 (0.94). 
In  this fanlily there are two general types of bacula. One, found in most 
of the genera now considered to be in the subfamily Cricetinae, consists of 
an osseous element with a single cartilaginous tip. The  bone varies consid- 
erably in shape and size, but is uniform in its simplicity. The  other type 
consists of a short shaft, usually expanded on the basal end, with three 
finger-like processes (either cartilaginous or osseous) attached to the distal 
end. This type is found in the Microtinae and in the following members of 
the Cricetinae: the Old World Cricetus and its allies and the New World 
genera Neacomys, Nectonzys, O Y ~ Z O ~ Z ~ S ,  Oeconzys, Sigmodon, Akodon, Phyl- 
lotis, and Hesperomys. 
Lawrence (1941) described and figured the bone in Neacomys, showing 
the three finger-like processes on the distal end. Hamilton (1946) pointed 
out the similarity of the bacula of Oryzomys and Sigmodon to those of the 
Microtinae, and Callery (1951) showed the same for the golden hamster, 
Mesocricetus (Cricetus) auratus. 
Rinker (1954) presented myological evidence that strongly indicates 
close relationship between Orzyonzys and Signzodon, but distant relation- 
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ships between these two genera and the couplet Peronzyscus and Neotonza. 
The  latter two genera are apparently fairly closely related. Hooper (1959) 
indicates that the subfamily Cricetinae as now constituted may be polyphy- 
letic. The  bacula support this thesis. 
The  bacula in members of the genus Reithrodoiztoi~~ys are rather uni- 
form in shape and size. The  bone is a simple curved rod with a dorsoven- 
trally flattened, laterally expanded base that usually is somewhat concave 
dorsally. T h e  wide base tapers quickly into the shaft which is usually oT 
uniform thickness to near the tip. Relationship with the genus Peromyscus 
is clearly indicated. In fact, the bones of the two genera are often indis- 
tinguishable. I t  is my opinion that within this genus the baculum is of 
minor taxonomic significance. 
Reithrodontomys humulis.-One of the smallest (except for nzontanus) 
in the genus. The  broad basal end is somewhat thicker than the slightly 
curved shaft (Pl. XIII, c, d), and is concave above. Blair (1942) briefly de- 
scribed and figured the bone for this species. 
Measurements of nine specimens from Kentucky (I), West Virginia (I), 
and Virginia (7) are: length, 5.2-6.4 (6.0); width of base, 0.7-1.0 (0.84). 
Reithrodontomys montanus.-The bone in this species is the smallest of 
any examined. I t  is very close to that of hunzulis in general shape (PI. 
XIII, a, b). 
Measurements of two specimens from Nebraska (1) and Oklahoma (1) 
are: length, 5.2, 5.2; width of base, 0.8, 0.9. 
Reithrodoiztonzys burti.-I have seen no specimens. The  following is 
from Benson (1939: 149). 
"In the shape of the baculum (see figure) burti is strikingly distinct 
from montanus, nzegalotis, and fulvescens, in which this bone is distinctly 
curved and tends to be broader and more flattened at the base. So distinctive 
is this character that by it alone burti can be distinguished from the other 
harvest mice occurring in Sonora." 
Measurements, from Benson (op. cit.: 148), are: "length of baculum (10 
specimens), 7.3 (6.0-8.3)." 
Remarks.-From Benson's figure (p. 150) I judge that the bone has a 
slight upward curvature from the base then straightens out toward the distal 
end to give it a thin S-curve when viewed laterally. 
Reithrodontomys megalotis.-The bone is definitely curved upward 
throughout its length. The  base is broadest in the middle and tapers both 
fore and aft. Somewhat thicker than the shaft, it has a slight depression on 
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the upper surface. T h e  shaft is nearly uniform in thickness to near the 
distal end (PI. XV, g-j). There is some variation, chiefly in sise, throughout 
the vast range of the species. Some of this is shown in the illustrations. In 
Plate XV, g and h are of a specimen from Washington while i and j are of 
one lroln Mbxico. The  Mexican examples average slightly larger than those 
lroin the United States. 
Measurements of 34 specimens from Washington (9), Montana ( 5 ) ,  
Noith Dakota ( 5 ) ,  South Dakota (4), Nevada (5) ,  California (4), Arizona 
( I ) ,  and Texas ( I )  are: length, 6.2-7.7 (7.16); width of base, 0.5-1.1 (0.88). 
The  same for 29 specimens from MPxico are: length, 7.0-9.2 (7.9); width of 
base, 0.8-1.1 (.96). 
Reithrodontomys sumichmsti.-The basal portion of the bone is scarcely 
thicker than the shaft; i t  curve5 downwarcl proximally. From dorsal view, 
the broadened base tapers into the shalt more gradually than in most other 
species and its dorsal depression is barely perceivable. The  upcurved shaft 
is as thick (or thicker) in the middle as near the base. The  terminal one- 
third tapers gradually to a blunt point (Pl. XIII, k, 1). The  specimen illus- 
trated has a narrow base; in some, the base is nearly twice as wide. 
Measurements of 33 specimens Eroin Guatemala (G), Chiapas (9), Vera- 
cruz (1), Puebla (I), Michoacin (7), ant1 Jalisco (9) are: length, 7.3-8.7 
(8.2); width of base, 0.6-1.2 (0.96). 
Reitkrodontornys ch ysopsis.-The bone is slightly curved, mostly on the 
terminal one-third. The  broad base is definitely thicker than the shaft, 
tapers rather abruptly into the shaft, and has a definite depression on the 
dorsal surface. The shalt is ol about even thickness to near the blunt tip 
(PI. XIII, g, h). 
Measurements ol ten specimens from MPxico are: length, 6.3-7.4 (7.0); 
width of base, 0.8-1.0 (0.87). 
Reithrodontornys fz~1vesrens.-Bacula in this wide-ranging species are 
lairly unilorin in general configuration. Tlie basal portion is definitely 
thicker than the shalt antl the broad part is depressed above. The  upward 
curvature of the shalt and the width of the basal end vary somewhat, as 
shown in Plate XIV. Most of this variation seems to be individual. In Plate 
XIV, a and b antl k and 1 are of specimens from the same population in 
MichoacAn. The  only trend that I can detect is that those from Tamaulipas 
and Arizona appear to be slightly larger than those from farther south in 
MPxico. 
Measurements of eleven specimens from Tamaulipas (a), Nuevo Lecin 
(1) and Arizona (2) are: length, 7.6-9.4 (8.4); width of base, 0.9-1.2 (1.0). 
Thirty-six specimens from Chiapas (1), Veracru7 (I), Nayarit (4), Jalisco 
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(9), Oaxaca (2), Guerrero (2), Hidalgo (2), Puebla (I), and Michoachn 
(14) are: length, 6.9-8.6 (7.7); width of base, 0.8-1.2 (0.94). 
Reithrodontomys graci1is.-The bone in this species differs from most 
others in that the base is about twice as thick as the shaft; it has a deep 
median deprcssioil on the dorsal surface and is sculptured on the edges. 
'I'he shalt is relatively straight lor the first two-thirds, then curves gracefully 
upwards (1'1. XV, e, f). 
Measurements of two specinlens froin Chiapas are: length, 8.5, 9.0; width 
of basc, 1.1, 1.1. 
Re i t l~~ .o ( lo?~ to~~~ys  nzexicnnus.-Tlle basc of the baculum is about equal 
to the shalt in thickness; a slight depression is apparent on its dorsal sur- 
lace. Tllc shaft is relatively slender and long, ant1 bends upward near the 
nliddle (PI. XIII, i, j). 
Measurements of six specilllens from Costa Rica (I), El Salvador (I), 
and Chiapas (4) are: length, 8.3-9.8 (9.1); witltli of base, 0.8-1.1 (1.0). 
Keithrodontomys microdo7z.-Represen tetl by one adult from Distrito 
Federal, Mi-xico, this apparently is the largest of the bacula in the genus 
(Pl. XV, k, 1). Its broad base is thicker than the shaft and has a slight median 
depression. 
Measureinents oE the one specimen are: length, 9.8; width ol base, 1.0. 
Reithrodontomys rreper.-One specimen represents this species. It  differs 
from others in having a bulbolls base and a relatively thick shaft (Pl. XIII, 
c, f). T h e  one specimen inay not be representative, but I do not expect nor- 
iual variation to account for its configuration. It  is one of the sirlaller bones 
in the genus. 
Measurements of the one specimen are: length, G.8; width of base, 0.7. 
T h e  bacula in most me~nbcls of the genus P~~omyscus  may be distin- 
guished 11 on1 those of otlrel gcnei a, except Rcztl~) odontomys. Usually, they 
are siinple rod-like structures with dorsoventrdlly flattened and laterally 
expanded basal poi tions that t'lper rather abruptly into the slcnder shafts. 
The  shalt u~ually curves giatelully upward and ends in a blunt point 
(soinetimes slightly expantled). 'l'he cxpandecl basc usually has a dep~ession 
on the dorsal side and in some on the vential side. 
The  taxononlic value is questionable in some of thc species, but, as 
pointed out by Rlair (1942) sornc 01 the subgenera inay be distinguished by 
this element alone. Thus, the subgenera Pe?onzy~rzl~, Hcrplonzylomyc, PO- 
dornyr, and Ochrotonryr m,ly I)e tlistinguished iC we remove solnc excep- 
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tions such as bnndernnus lroln the subgenus Peronzysc~rs (see 11. 57). Hooper 
(1958) has suggested that Or7~sotornys be given generic rank. 
Pel-omyscus crcrnicus.-In this species, the bone is rclatively short and 
thick. T h e  base is broadly expanded, concave above aud below, and flat- 
tened dorsove~ltrally as in all members of the subgenus (Pl. XVI, k, 1). 
'l'here is little variation througl~out llc range oE the species except for the 
l~op~~ la t i o i i  at the tip of Baja California and the one on Carnlen Island. 
'I'hese have been coilsidered inembers ol eremicus (P. ere~t7icus e m  antl 
cnmeni), however, the bacula are radically different fro111 those of creinicus 
proper (PI. XVJ, i, j), and I doubt that they belong in this species. I n  the 
C;tbo San Lucas and Cai-men Island populations, the bone is small, nearly 
straight, and has tlie basal end hut slightly expanded. Specimens froin north 
ol' the capc in Eaja Calil'ornia are typical ere~nicus-it is only the cape and 
Carmen Islailtl populations that are different. 
Measuremeilts of threc specimens from Cabo San Lucas are: length, 7.9- 
8.3 (8.1); width of base, 0.8-0.8 (0.8). One specimen fro111 Carmen Island 
measures 8.0 ant1 0.7. Thirty specimens from Baja Calilornia (5), California 
(3), Sonora (9), Arizona (G), Nevada (I), and Tamaulipas (6) measure: 
length, 6.8-9.2 (8.1); width of base, 1.4-2.1 (1.75). 
Peronzy.rczrs cnlifo~.nicus.-This species has the largest of the eremiczcs 
type baculum. Although not typical, i t  fits into this group. The  broad flat 
lx~sc, which is widest near the middle, has a depression above and below. 
Tlie base is scarcely higher than the shaft is thick (Pl. XVII, k, 1). I t  differs 
Iroln typical e ren~i r l~s  in the more gradual taper of the base into the shaft 
antl in the taper of the posterior part of the base. 
Measurements of 14 specimens from California are: length, 12.6-15.4 
(1 3.7); width or base, 1.7-2.7 (2.0). 
Peronzysrus pernl7ertoni.-The bone in this species is closest to those of 
the erernicz~s-like mice. I t  has a broad base with a shallow depression above 
and below. There is ;I small notch at the extreme basal end, which may or 
may not be significant (Pl. XVII, i, j). 
AiIeasurcments of four specimens from San Pcdro Nolasco Island are: 
length, 10.3-11.3 (10.75); width of base, 1.9-2.2 (2.05). 
Peron~yscz~.~ csinitus.-The baculum in crinitzls is similar to that in ere- 
n7iczls. T h e  broad base is concave above and below (PI. XVI, a, b). Hooper 
(1958), on the basis ol the soft parts, thought that crinitzu should be placed 
in the subgenus Pel.omysczu. This is not indicated by the baculum. I suspect 
that rrinitus is one ol those intermediates between groups with some charac- 
teristics close to one and others close to another group. 
Measurements of four specimens from California (l), Arizona (l), and 
Nevada (2) are: length, 7.5-8.6 (8.2); width of base, 1.5-2.1 (1.8). 
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Peromyscus co1latns.-The baculuin is relatively short with a wide base 
that is concave above and below. I t  is similar to that of crinitus, but smaller. 
T h e  bone is fairly typical of the eremicus group (Pl. XVI, c, d). 
Measurements of four specimens lrom Turner's Island are: length, 5.7- 
6.6 (6.15); width of base, 1.3-1.7 (1.5). 
Peronzyscus pseudoc?~nitus.-Two speci~nens froin Coronados Island are 
available. T h e  broad, flattened base which is concave above and below is 
fairly typical of the erernicz~s group (PI. XVI, e, I). 
Measurements of the two specimens are, ~espectively: length, 8.5, 8.3; 
width of base, 1.8, 1.8. 
Peromyscus guardin.-The baculum OF gz~ardin froin Angel de la Guarda 
Island is quite like that of stephani except that it is shorter and the base is 
wider, with a notch on the postcrior part. I t  differs lrom the etemicus type 
in that the ventral surface of the base is not toncave (1'1. XVII, e, 1). P. 
guardia meliae from Mejia Island nearby has a much smaller base more 
like that of slevini (Pl. XVIT, g, h). T h e  bone of P. guardia interparietnlis 
from South San Lorenzo Island is inore like that of pembertoni than that of 
g. guardia. Its base is concave above and below. Close relationships between 
guardia, meliae, and interparietalis are not indicated by the bacula. 
Measurements of three specimens from Angel de la Guarda Island are: 
length, 9.0-10.8 (9.7), width of base, 1.5-1.8 (1.6). One specimen flom 
Mejia Island measures 11.6 by 1.3. Two specinlens from South San Loren70 
Island measure, respectively: 9.5, 8.6; 1.9, 1.6. 
Peromyscus stephnni.-The bone is similar to that of ~levini,  except that 
the base is less rountled and slightly smaller (Pl. XVIT, c, d). I t  has a de- 
pression above, but is convex below-a characteristic. of the subgenus Ppro- 
myscus. However, i t  is now placed in the subgenus nap lo my lo my^. 
Measurements of four specimens from San Esteban Island are: length, 
11.0-12.5 (1 1.7); width of base, 1.3-1.4 (1.3). 
Perornyst zls caniceps.-The bone in this species has a slightly expanded 
base which is convex doisally and flat on the ventral side. I t  is not an 
erernicus type bone (PI. XVI, g, h). I n  configuration and size it is similar to 
those from Cabo San Lucas and Carmen Island. 
Measurements of three specirrlens froiri Monseriate Island are: length, 
8.1, 8.3, 8.6; width of base, 0.8, 0.8, 1.0. 
Remarks.-Specimens of P. caniceps, erenzicuc, carmeni, and those erc.n?i- 
czls eva from Cabo San Lucas constitute a group that differs from all other 
eremicus-like Peromyscus in characters of the baculum. Further study o l  the 
entire animals is indicated to determine their true relationships. 
Peromysc~~s n~nnic~rlntz~s.-The baculu~n in this species is a fairly ~ imple ,  
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slightly curved bone with an expanded base that has a concavity on top. 
Variation is priirlarily in length of bone and in width of the basal end (PI. 
XVIII). P. m. bail-di and ~zz~bzterrne have the shortest bones whereas graczlis 
has the longest. P. nz. ma?;~a~itar  lroin Santa hilargarita Island, Baja Cali- 
Lornia, has the widest base. Except lor the island races (margaritae, dz~bizls, 
and rxijiuus), northern representatives appear to have longer bacula than 
the southern rates. Meaauie~nents ale given in Table 2. 111 general t onfig- - 
uration, the I ~ o n c  is similar to that o r  1riitop1r.r. 
Peromysczls sej2~~is.-Four adult bones from Santa GI-uz Island and one 
from San Diego Island, Gull of Calil'ornia, Mexico, are available. They are 
similar to those of snlall maniczilntz~s. The  proximal expansion is moderate, 
concave dorsally, convex ventrally, and thinner than the middle of the 
shaft (PI. XIX, e, I). 
Measurements of the lour specinlens from Santa Cruz Island are: length, 
9.5-9.7 (9.6); width of base, 1.0-1.2 (1.05). The one specimen froin San 
Diego Island measures: length, 8.4; width of base, 0.9. 
Perornyscus s1evini.-The baculuin has a bulbous base, somewhat round- 
ed, concave above and convex below. The  base is appreciably thicker in 
dorsoventral diameter than the shaft (PI. XVII, a, b). Relationships with 
members of the subgenus Pel-on.~yscus are indicated. 
Lcnglh 
Locality ant1 s~~l,spccics Nu111l)cr I I Range I Meal1 Width of Uasc Rangc I Mean 
Intliana and M i r l ~ i g ; ~ ~ ~ ,  bail-(11' !) (i .9-7 .(i 7.2 1 .&I .2 1 .I 
Michigan, grncili .~ 22 8.7-9.8 9.3 1 .GI  .5 1.2 
Washington, ol-<,as 5 8.3-9.4 8.7 1 .I-I .2 1.16 
Washington, gtrtt~brli  10 8.0-8.9 8.5 1 .&I .4 1.2 
Oregon, rub i t l i~s  5 8.69.5 8.7 1.1-1.3 1.2 
S. Ilak., Wyo., Monlana, orgoorli 33 7.2-9.0 8.1 0.9-1.4 1 .I5 
New Mexico, l - l i f i ~ t i ~ s  1 I 7.5-8.6 7.8 1 . G I  .3 I .I 
North Carolina. i~irbi ter~-cir  IS 6.9-7.7 7.2 1 .GI  .S 1 .I 
Michoadn, I). F., Jalisco, Nayni l ,  
lnbeculn 34 6.9-8.4 7.6 I .&I .5 1.2 
Margarita Island, ~~rnrgclrilne 2 8.58.4 8.4 1.5-1.9 1.7 
7. 1 odos Santos Island, d z ~ l ~ i i r s  3 8.G-9.5 8.0 1.1-1.2 1.17 
San Martin Islantl, exigzllrs 9 8.2-9.2 8.8 1.1-1.7 1.4 
Total  I56 
Measurements of 16 specimens froin Santa Catalina Island, Baja Cali- 
fornia, are: length, 10.5-13.1 (11.7); width of base, 1.3-1.6 (1.4). 
Peromyscus melanotis.-The baculum is relatively small and the base is 
moderately expanded (PI. XIX, c, tl). I t  is similar to the smaller manicula- 
tus. Twenty specimens show fair uniloimity in size, but two from Jalisco 
are short with wide bases (length, 7.8, 7.3; width oi base, 1.2, 1.2). They 
appear to be atlults. These two are not illcluded in the iueasuieinents given 
below. One speciinen from Distrito Federal had been broken and inendetl 
near the middle of  he shaft. 
Mcasurenients of 20 specimens lrom Veracruz (7), MPxico (3), Distiito 
Federal (7) ,  Morelos ( I ) ,  antl Wlichoac511 (2) ale: length, 7.9-8.8 (8.4); 
width of base, 1.0-1.3 (1.1). 
Peromysczis 1rz~copus.-The bone is slightly curved, and expanded on the 
proximal end, which is concave above and convex below. The  angle at 
which the base slopes into the shaft varies somewhat, usually fairly giadually 
as shown in Plate XIX, h, but often more abruptly. The  bone may terini- 
nate distally in a blunt point or in a slight expansion. In  some old speci- 
mens, the cartilaginous extension (cap) appears to be ossified. One speti- 
men Iroiri Michipin had been broken in the middle of the shaft antl 
repaired. Another lronl Oaxaca appears to have been broken near the 
distal enti. 
Sorrle geographic vaiiation in si7e is indicated. Ten specimens from 
Taniaulipas irleasure largest: length, 9.0-10.6 (10.0); width of base, I .3-1.6 
(1.4). Eight specimens iroin Oaxaca are smallest with the lollowing meas- 
urements: length, 8.3-9 6 (9.0); width of ba~e ,  1.3-1.4 (1.32). Thirty speci- 
mens froin Michigan are intermediate with the following measurements: 
length, 8.5-10.9 (9.4); width ol base, 1.1-1.5 (1.3). T h e  entire series of 89 
specimens from Oaxaca (S), Vclac~uz (3), Puebla (G), San Luis Potosi (I), 
Quintana Roo (2), Campeche (3), Neuvo Lehn (I), Tanlaulipas (lo), Ten- 
nessee (2), Kentucky (2), Virginia (3), West Vilginia (4), Pennsylvania 
(3), Ohio (2), Michigan (30), Minnesot,~ ( 5 ) ,  Iowa (I), Jndiana ( I ) ,  Illi- 
nois (l), and RiIissouri (1) are: length, 8.1-10.9 (9.5); width of base, 1.0- 
1.6 (1.3). 
Remarks.-Spiague (1939) pointed out the difference in si7e between 
maniczllat~ic and l ~ u r  opus of Central United States. When we consider 
mnnir zrlat~~s thr oughol~t its geoglaphic range, these differences disappear. 
P. 711. grarzlzc (Table 2), for instance, is well within the si7e range ol le~ico- 
pzir. Blair (1942) indicatctl that there were no qualitative differences be- 
tween the two species. With this 1 concur. 
Pe~orny~czu gossypznzis.-The baculum may be nearly straight or slightly 
clirvecl. The  base is ielatively wide for the length of the bone, sliglltly con- 
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cave above and convex below (Pl. XTX, i, j). I t  is longer and broader than 
the bone in lcucopz~s. 
Measurelnents of two bones from Florida are, respectively: length, 11.5, 
10.2; width of base, 1.5, 1.3. 
Peromyscus boylei.-?'he bone is of nlediuin size for the genus, and the 
base is not greatly expantled (Pl. XIX, k, 1). 'I'here is individual as well as 
geograpliic v:triation in size ancl l~roportioris. Thirteen specilncns fro111 Chi- 
apas average I l . l  111111. in length, ancl 16 from Nayarit average 12.6 mm. T h e  
average width ol the base is 1.4 nlru. lor Clliapas and 1.3 lor Nayarit. Six 
specimens from '17ex;ts (3) and Arizona (3) average 13.0 by 1.3 for the same 
dimensions. There is an apparent reduction in length as one goes from 
north to south. Two specimens, one lrom QuerPtaro and one froin Nayarit 
are abiiorinal in that the distal ends are rather sharply upturned. T h e  distal 
end is cappetl with a small, rounded mass of cartilage (Clark, 1953: Hooper, 
1058). 
Measurelnents of 69 adlilt specimens froin Texas (3), Arizona (3), New 
Mexico (I), Calilorniit (I), Distrito Federal (I), I-Iidalgo (I), Puebla (I), 
QuerPtaro (I), Nayarit (IG), Talnaulipas (3), Jalisco (5), (:hiallas (13), 
Veracruz (4), MichoacAn (13), Oaxaca (I), and San Pedro Nolasco Tslantl, 
Baja Calilornia (2) are: length, 10.0-14.2 (1 1.8); width of base, 1.1-l.G (1.3). 
Per.on?yscus $erfz~luzo.-The baculum in this species is peculiar in that it 
has a double S-curve in iii;tny cascs (six of thirteen). T h e  one figured (PI. 
XXI, o, 11) 11"s an inclication of this toward the tip. T h e  bulbous base is 
relatively high lor its width, and has a definite concavity on the dorsal side; 
in sollie syecilnells the basal portion is U-shaped in  cross section. Although 
definitely of the Pel-omyscus type, the configuration of the bone is unique 
in the group. 
Measurements of three specimens from Michoacin are, res1)ectively: 
lengtli, 12.3, 13.7, 14.0; width of base, 1.4, 1.4, 1.4. 
Pero~nyscz~s hy1oc.ete.r.-Base of baculum expanded laterally, flattened 
dorsoventrally, ant1 with a slight depression on its dorsal side. Shalt thin 
and slightly curved (PI. XXI, m, n). There is one deforlncd specimen; near 
the middle, the shaft is bent to the right at a nearly 90 degree angle. 
Measurenients of 21 specinlens from Michoacin (20) ant1 Jalisco (4) are: 
length, 10.0-12.0 (1 1.0); width of base, 1.0-1.5 (1.3). 
Peromyscus pectornli.r.-The baculum has a relatively broad base that 
tapers gradually into the shaft, which curves gracefully. Dorsally, the base 
is concave; its height is scarcely greater than the diameter of the shalt (PI. 
XX, g, 11). T11e bone is sirrlilar to that ol boylei, but the c;rrtilagi~io~~s cap
is distinctly longer (Clark, 1 1)53; Hooper, 1958). 
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Measurements of eight specimens from Quer6taro (6) and Hidalgo (2) 
are: length, 11.0-12.5 (12.0); width of base, 1.3-1.6 (1.46). 
Pcronzyscus truei.-The baculum is long, slender, slightly curved, and 
moderately expanded at  the base (Pl. XX, a, b). 
Measurements of 26 specimens from Distrito Fetleral (5) ,  I-Iidalgo (4), 
MichoacBn (2), New Mexico ( l l ) ,  and California (4) are: length, 12.5-15.9 
(14.4); width of base, 1.0-1.8 (1.5). 
Peromyscus nasz~tus.-The baculum of nas1it1r.7 is indistinguishable from 
that of trziei. In the series measured, it averages slightly longer (Pl. XX, c, 
d). One specimen has an S-shaped curvature (see also Tamsitt, 1958). 
Measurements of 22 specimens from New Mexico are: length, 13.2-16.2 
(14.7); width of base, 1.2-1.7 (1.4). 
Peromysczls difici1is.-The baculum is long, slender, curved, and the base 
is moderately expanded laterally. I t  is similar to those of nasutzis and mel- 
nnophrys (Pl. XX, k, I), except that the base averages slightly wider. 
Measurements of 14 specimens from Nuevo Le6n (I), Hidalgo (6), Dis- 
trito Federal (5), and Veracruz (2) are: length, 14.4-18.5 (16.4); width or 
I)ase, 1.4-1.9 (1.7). 
Peronzyscus me1anophrys.-The bone is long, slender, definitely curved, 
and has a moderately expantled proximal end which tapers gradually into 
the shaft (PI. XX, i, j). The  basal part is depressed dorsally. I t  is similar to 
that of nasul~rs, but with slightly greater curvature. 
Measurements of twelve specinlens from Guerrero (3), Puebla (I), RIich- 
oacin (3), I-Iidalgo (I), and Oaxaca (4) are: length, 14.6-17.1 (15.9); width 
of base, 1.3-1.9 (1.6). 
Peromyscz~s mexicanzis.-A long, slender, slightly curved bone with a 
relatively sinall rounded basal end, sonletimes depressed dorsally (Pl. XX, 
e, f). Some of the variation in length of the series measured probably is 
owing to age differences. 
Measurements of 15 specimens from Chiapas (9) and Veracruz (G) are: 
length, 12.2-17.4 (14.7); width ol'base, 1.1-1.6 (1.3). 
Peromyscus yuratanicus.-The baculum is long and slender, and gently 
curved. T h e  base is wider than high, but expanded relatively little; in some 
specinlens it is nearly round, but usually it is flattened dorsoventrally and 
depressed dorsally (Pl. XXI, q, r). 
Measurements of eleven specimens from Quintana Roo are: length, 
13.5-15.3 (14.3); width of base, 1.2-15 (1.3). 
Peronzysczis nzekistzirus.-One spccirnen is available, and it appears to be 
an adult. I t  is a short bone (length, 7.2; width of base, 1.1), slightly curved, 
and the expandetl basal part is relatively deep with a concavity on the ven- 
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tral surface (Pl. XIX, a, b). I t  is quite different froin the bone in nzelano- 
Plirys (PI. XX, i, j), in which group it is now placed. More material is 
needed before any definite conclusions can be reached regarding relation- 
ships. 
Pero~nyscus ba~~dera~zu~.-Except for ~zuttnlli, this species has the small- 
est baculunl ol any Pelollzyscu~ examined. I t  is a simple, slightly curved rod 
with a rounded, bulbous base which is occasionally wider than high. From 
the expanded base the bone tapers to the pointed tip (in a few there is an 
inclication ol a swelling on the tip). The  dorsal part of the base has a slight 
concavity (PI. XXI, i, j). As Hooper (1958) pointed out, bandelanus stands 
allarl from other Peromyscus in the phallus as well as the baculuni. 
Measurements of 13 specinlens from Guerrero (4), MichoacLn (2), Nay- 
alit (3), and Jalisco (4) are: length, 3.4-4.8 (4.1); width ol' base, 0.5-0.7 
(0.55). 
Pcronzyscus floridn~zus.-The bone is a simple, slightly curved rod with a 
rounded, bulbous base barely wider than high. From this base, the bone 
t a l~e r f i r s t  rather rapidly then gradually to the tip (Pl. XXI, k, 1). I t  is 
small relative to the size of the animal. 
Measurements of six specirneils froni Florida are: length, 5.7-8.2 (7.4); 
width of base, 0.7-0.7 (0.7). 
Peromyscus (Ochrotornys) nuttal1i.-The baculum in this species does 
not conforni to the ordinary Peromyscus pattern. The  laterally expanded 
base tapers into the shaft which continues to the tip as a parallel-sided 
bone; the tip is blunt, not pointed (PI. XXI, g, h), and may be slightly 
expanded. One specinien has a median projection, backward, and two wing- 
like projections laterally on the basal portion; all others are rounded, but 
dorsoventrally flattened. P. nzittalli has the smallest bone of any Peromyscus 
examined. Hooper (1958) suggested generic rank for this species. 
Measurements of two specimens from Alabama (1) and Virginia (1) are, 
respectively: length, 3.8, 3.1; width of base, 1.0, 0.8. 
Neotomodon a1stoni.-The baculum in this species is like that of a sinall 
Peromyscus. I t  is a simple bone with a smoothly bulbous base (wider than 
high) that tapers abruptly into the shaft, which curves gently upward to the 
pointed tip (Pl. XXI, e, f). 
Measurements of seven specimens from Distrito Federal (Z) ,  Veracruz 
(I), Morelos (3), and Michoac6n (1) are: length, 4.6-5.3 (5.1); width of base, 
0.6-0.9 (0.7). 
T h c  baci~liu~l in this genus is distinct froill ,111 otllcis exanlinecl in the 
family Cl icctidae. I t  is a shol t bone ~ r i t l l  a lountl knol) lo1 'I base, allti with 
a lateially flattened shaft (Pl. XV). Relationships with other nlembers 01 
the family are obscure. 
Onychomys leucogaster.-The baculum is as described above and, in ad- 
dition, has a shall that, in sorne, cnrves gently upward (PI. XV, a, b). In  
this way it  differs Jrom t o l ~ i d ~ ~ s .  Al o, the shait is more blade-like than in 
the latter. T h e  bonc was describcd and figured by Blair (1942). 
Measureme~its ol ten speciinens froin Oklahoma (2), Texas (I), New 
Mexico (3), Wyoming (I), and Nebraska (3) ale: lenglh, 4.2-5.0 (4.7); width 
of base, 0.5-1.0 (0.8). 
Onyr hornyr totrir1us.-The bone differs llonr tll,~t o l  lcucogastc? in hav- 
ing a ~elatively str'tight, less blade-like shaft; othe~wise sinlilar (Pl. XV, 
c, d). 
Measulel~rcllts 01 elcven spc.citriens flonl Caliioinia (2), A1 izona (2), and 
Ncvada (7) ale: le~lgtll, 1.5-5.3 (1.7); width of bdse, 0.5-0.7 (0.66). 
Hnion~ys ~~~~i.sc~~~lrrs.- ' l 'he I)ac.~llum in Baiolnys is peculiar to thc genus, 
and has no  rcseinblance to those found in Pe~onzyscus, in wllich genus it  has 
been placed in tile past (see Blair, 1912). T h e  bone is sillall, the basal part 
is convex dorsally, concave ventrally to lorill a longitudinal groove. Occa- 
sinally the groove extends nearly the length of the bone (PI. XXI, b), but 
iilostly it  docs 1101 extend beyoild the widened basal part. 7'he dislal entl 
may be bifitl or it rrlay be a knoll-like swelling. Therc is consideral~lc varia- 
tion ill c1et;til ol the outline as secn fi-otl~ abovc or 1)elow. Sonre of this is 
shown in Plate XXI, a-d. Baiort~ys stantls apart, in the c,ric:etids exa~ninetl, 
in regard to I~acular characters. I t  should, 1 belicvc, be retained as a sepa- 
rate genus. 
A/leasureirlciits of 26 sl,ec.iinens I'ro111 Chiapas (!I), A'lic.ho;rc;iil (2), Guer- 
rero (2), Jalisco (2), and Oaxaca (11) ;Ire: length o l  shaEt, 3.0-3.8 (3.3); 
w i d h  of base, 0.G-1.2 (0.9). 
Bnionzys tay1ori.-Material replescnting lhis spetics is not too satisfac- 
tory. T h e  baculum is of the same general shape as that ol ~t17~sculus, but the 
basal end is less expanded and the middle ok the shalt is thinner; this ac- 
centuates the enlarged distal end. They are close to the nzusculus figured on 
Plate XXI, (, d. Blair (1942) desclibed and figured, in outline, the bone of 
this species. 
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Measurements 01 six specimens from Distrito Federal (I), Jalisco (I), 
ant1 RIichoacAn (4) aic: length, 2.9-3.2 (3.1); width 01 base, 0.6-0.9 (0.7). 
GENUS Neotonza 
In a previous paper (Burt and Barkalow, 1912), the bacula of tell species 
werc described, and indicated relationships were discussed. Two additional 
kinds, to?.quata and fen-uginea (placed in species nzexicnna by Hall and 
I<elson, 1959), are tlcscribed and figured here. One of the specics included 
in tllc 1,revious paper (~izagister) has since been synonymi~ed with fioridana 
(Schwartz and Odu~ll,  1957). There is considerable diversity in size and con- 
figuration of the bone in the various species. The  differences will be pointed 
out in the separate accounts below. I t  is my opinion that the bone is useful 
in resolving questionable relationships of different species in this genus. 
This was apparent in the floridana-magister complex. Geographic variation, 
particularly in size, is displayed in the lepida group, the only onc in which 
we have a snficicntly largc series froill widely spread localities. This group 
(lepirln) should be plilced at the beginning or end of the linear arrangement, 
not in the nlidtlle. I choose, arbitrarily, to place i t  at the beginning. N. 
stebhcnsi is considered to be a distinct specics by Hall and Kclson (1959) 
and by Hoffrneistcr and de la Torrc (1959). 
Neotoma 1~pida.-The baculum in this group differs from those of all 
others in that the shaft is long (10 mm. or more in adults), slender, and 
definitely curvcd upward; the basal end is small (2.6 mm. or lcss in width) 
ant1 usually dumbbell shaped in cross section (PI. XXII, k, 1). The  series at 
hand is not large enough to mean vcry much, but there is an indication ot 
geographit variation in s i~e.  Spccirnens from the mainland and certain 
islands of I.owei California average laigest and those Erorn San Rernardino 
County, California, smallest of the entire series. Age variation is also part of 
the picture, but we have no specimens of known age. One specimen from 
Angel dc la Guaida Island appears to be abnoimal. I t  measures only 
8.4 nun.  in length, the shaft is but slightly curved, and the distal end is 
definitely enlarged. Additional material is necessary before definite con- 
tlusiolls can be formulated on the chara~ter and relationships indicated by 
this one bone. For the others, nleasurernents are given for cach group from 
a distinct locality. 
California, San Bernardino County (3): length, 9.9-11.5 (10.6); width of 
base, 1.6-1.9 (1.8). Riverside County (4): length, 14.9-17.7 (16.3); width of 
base, 2.0-2.4 (2.3). Nevada, Clark County (8): length, 10.0-12.7 (11.1); 
width of base, 1.6-2.2 (1.9). Arizona, Yuma County (4): length, 13.2-15.1 
(14.3); width of base, 1.7-2.0 (1.9). Lower Cnlifonzia, Magdalena Id. (2), 
Santa mar gar it;^ Id. (6), Sail Marcos Id. (3), inainlancl (6); total (17): 
length, 14.0-20.9 (17.3); width of base, 1.5-2.6 (2.2). 
Neolonla bunkel-i.-The bone in this island species is the largest of ally 
woodrats exalllinecl. 1 ts shxpe is si~llilar to th;~t o f  lepida, its closest relative 
(Burt and Rarkalow, 1942:290). One bone from Coronados Island, Gulf of 
California, measures: length, 21.83; width of base, 2.6. 
Ncolonza florid(rna.-The l>aculuin in this species (now inclutles nraf:i.r- 
lev) is relatively short with a wide base and a slender, sliglltly curved shaft 
that turns up on the distal end. In cross section, the base is deeply concave 
ventrally, slightly concave dorsally (PI. XXII, e, f). 
Aleasurements of eleven specimens from Kansas (8) and Kentucky (3) 
are: length, 6.G-7.7 (7.2); width of base, 2.6-4.1 (3.1). 
Neotonsa 71zic),op~ls.-The bone in this species cannot be distinguished 
with certainty from that of llo~idn~zn. Close relationships are indicated (PI. 
XXII, g, 11). I t  is interesting that the geographic ranges of pol-idnna and 
vzicropus abut one another froin southern Texas to Kansas, but they clo 
not overlap. 
Measurenlen~s ol five specinlens froill Oklahoilla (I), Texas (3), and 
Tainaulipas (1) are: length, 5.8-7.7 (6.5); width of base, 2.5-3.5 (3.0). 
Neolon~a albigu1a.-The bone in this species differs from those of 
floridamz and ~nio.o;D,t~s in  h;~ving a snl;~ll round knob on the distal end, in- 
stead of an upturnetl point. Otherwise, the bones are quite siinilar in the 
three species. I lllirlk there is no doubt oC the close relationship here (Pl. 
XXIJ, i, j). 
Measurenlents ol I3 specimens from Sonora (2), Arizona (1), New Mexi- 
co (6), and l e x a s  (1) are: length, 5.9-7.4 (6.4); width of base, 2.6-3.4 (2.9). 
Neotorna mexicnna.-The bone in mexicana (Pl. XXII, c, d) has a 
slightly enlarged proximal end which tapers abruptly into a dorsoventrally 
flattened shaft. The  shaft tlleil either tapers gradually toward the tip or 
(usually) broadens near the center and then tapers again toward the tip 
which, in turn, expands into a slight knob. In cross section, the base may be 
partially dumbbell-sllapecl, or it inay be concave veiltrally and nearly flat 
dorsally. 
Measurements of 21 specimens Iron1 Arizona (2), New Mexico (17), and 
Texas (2) are: length, 5.2-6.9 (6.0); width of base, 1.5-2.6 (2.1). 
Neotomn stephe7zsi.-The bone in this species was recently described and 
figured by Hoffmeister and de la Torre (1959). In the adult form the bone 
is wedge shaped, tapering gradually from the expanded base to the tip, 
which inay or may not be slightly bulbous. The  bone is dorsoventrally flat- 
tened for its basal four-fifths. From an end view the base is nearly flat on 
one surface (dorsal?) and slightly concave on the other. I t  is very close in 
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configuration to some specinlens of mexicana. Hoffmeister ancl de la Torre 
(ibid.) concludecl that, based on the baculum, stephensi would be "nearest 
to N. mexicana and N. phenax." I would place it nearest mexicana. The  
above authors give 5.0 nun. for the length of their longest bone. One bone 
(UIMNH 18682) that I measured is 4.7 mrn. long and the base is 1.6 mm. 
wide. Thanks to Hoffnieister, I have beell able to examine his material. 
Neotoma torqztatn.-The baculunl in this species is shaped like a violin, 
when viewed from above or below. The  laterally expanded basal part con- 
stitutes about one-half the length of the bone. The  short, rounded, distal 
part is slightly curved and the base, in cross section, is somewhat dumbbell- 
shaped (PI. XXIII, k, 1). I t  is perhaps closest, in general configuration, to 
that of ni,exicana, but differs in certain respects. Hall and Icelson (1959) con- 
sider torqzcata a subspecies of mexicana. 
Measurements of three specimens from Puebla are: length, 6.9-7.3 (7.1); 
width of base, 1.9-2.5 (2.2). 
Neotoma fe~rnginea.-The bone in this species is unlike any others that 
I have examined. The  base, which is wider than high, has a rounded prox- 
irnal end then a small projection, or shoulder, on either side. I t  then tapers 
slightly, distally, broadens briefly, ancl finally tapers into the small, short 
shaft. In addition to the above is a thin shelf of bone on either side that 
extends laterally beyond the main part of the base (Pl. XXIJI, c, d). Close 
relationship with rr~exicana (Hall and Kelson, 1959) is not indicated by the 
baculum. 
Measurenients of two specimens l'rom Jalisco arc, respectively: length, 
4.0, 5.2; width of base, 0.8, 1.1. 
Neotoma al1eni.-The baculum in c~.lleni resembles that in albigula in 
that the distal, rounded shart is slightly curved and terminates in a small 
knob. I t  resembles flo~idana in the general shape of the proximal end as 
viewed from above or below. In cross-sectional aspect, the base is not as 
deep, nor is the concavity as pronounced as in floridana (PI. XXIII, i, j). 
Possible relationships with Poridana were pointed out previously (Burt and 
Barkalow, 1942:295). 
Measurements of two specimens from Jalisco are: length, 6.0, 6.8; width 
of base, 2.4, 3.0. 
Neotoma fusci9es.-The baculum in this species differs from all others in 
that the base is relatively much wider, and is definitely dumbbell-shaped in 
cross section. The  shaft is short and blunt (PI. XXII, a, b). 
Measurements of two specimens from California are: length, 5.0, 5.5; 
width of base, 3.5, 3.6. 
Neotoma cineren.-The baculum in cinerea resembles that of mexicana 
superficially only in the slight bulge in the middle of the shaft (Pl. XXIII, 
ni, n). "The distal end is slightly expanded. The  basal poi tion is quadrate 
in cross section with a slight concavity on both dorsal and ventral surfaces. 
In this respect the bone differs from those of all other Neotonza." (Burt and 
Barkalow, 1942: 296). 
Measurements of eight specimens froin South Dakota (I), Wyoniing (2), 
Montana (3), and Washington (2) are: length, 4.8-6.0 (5.3); width of base, 
1.3-1.9 (1.5). 
Neotolna (Tennopus) pllrv7nx.-This spc~ics possesses the sriinllest bacu- 
lum of ally Neotomn, if the one specimen available is not abnormal. The  
dorsoventrally flattened bone has no distinct shaft as do the others (PI. 
XXIII, a, b). The  oric bone lroin Sonora measures: length, 3.6; width of 
base, 1.5. 
GFNCJS O t ~ t y / ~ m y ~  
Ototylonxys phy1lotis.-The baculum in this species is si~riilar to those o f  
some Neotoma, especially in the basal region. In cross section, the base is 
dumbbell-shaped with the greater concavity dorsally. Froni the base the 
bone tapers fairly rapidly for nearly one-halt its Icngtli, then more slowly 
to near the tip where there is again an expansion to form a srnall knob on 
the distal end, which is slightly upturned (PI. XXIII, e, f). 
Measurements of three specimens are: length, 5.0, 6.0, 6.3; width 01 base, 
1.5, 1.7, 2.7. 
Remarks.-Kelationships, as indicated by the baculum, are with the 
woodrats (Neotoma). In a linear ai-rangernent, I would place them close to 
the latter genus. I do not know whether the three finger-like projections 
characteristic of microtines and oryzomines are present. I suspect not, be- 
cause they are not present in the closely related genus Tylolnys, of which 
we have one cleared and stained specimen. 
GENUS Tylonzys 
Tylon7ys r~udicaudus.-The baculum in the onc specirrlen available fro111 
Chiapas is a simple bone with an enlarged basal end, broader than high, 
that tapers rather abruptly into the shaft which ends in a blunt point. I t  is 
woodrat-like in general character. I t  does not have the three distal finger- 
like structures found in Oryzomys. I t  is much smaller and simpler than 
the baculum of 0 totylomys. 
Measurements are: length, 2.8; width of base, 0.6. 
GENUS Nyctomys 
Nyctomys sumichmsti.-The baculum in N. sumichrasti is quite similar 
to that found in Neotoma albigula. The  base is relatively less expanded and 
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the bone is more delicate throughout. The  base is, in cross section, some- 
what dumbbell-shaped with the greatcr concavity ventrally. The  base tapers 
abruptly into the slender shaft which curves gently upward and terminates 
in a small, rounded knob (Pl. XXIII, g, h). 
Measurements ol one speciinen from Oaxaca are: length, 5.7; width of 
base, 1.5. 
Remarks.-Definitc rc1;ltionships with the woodrats (Neotoma) are indi- 
cated by the structure of the baculum. Wc have no cleared and stained 
material, but if it is eventually determined that the three finger-like pro- 
cesses on h e  distal cnd arc absent the evidence for relationships with Neo- 
tolrla rather than with Olyzo~nys  will be strengthened. 
Nectotnys sqz~ani,i$es.-Tlle shaft of the baculum has a relatively broad 
base with two condyle-like structures which are concave and, when viewed 
from the end, form a dumbbell-shaped basal end. Just anterior to the 
wide base, the shaft flattens dorsoventrally and tapers into a laterally flat- 
tened tip. T h e  shaft is slightly curved (Pl. XXIII, o, p). There are three 
finger-like, cartilaginous processes on the distal end (not shown in the 
illustration). 
One specimen fro111 British Guiana lrleasures 5.7 mm. in length of shaft 
and 3.4 in width of base. 
Remarks.-Affinities with Oryzonzys are indicated by the baculurn. This 
agrees with the suggestion by Hershkovitz (1914), based on cranial charac- 
tcrs. 
1 have no specimens of this gcnus, but from the short description and 
the figures given by Lawrence (1941) i t  appears to be similar to some of the 
Oryzomys. The  shaft is expanded both laterally and dorsoventrally at  the 
base, and there are three cartilaginous processes on the distal end. No meas- 
urements were given. 
Oryzomys couesi.-The shaft of the baculum is similar to those of the 
microtines. T h e  base is broad and dumbbell-shaped in cross section. It 
tapers rapidly into the laterally compressed shaft that has a keel along its 
ventral surface and a slight knob on the distal end. Anteriorly is a thin 
median and two rather heavy cartilaginous processes (Pl. XXIV, i, j). 
Measurements of 12 specimens from MCxico are: length of shaft, 3.0- 
4.5 (3.6); width of base, 1.7-3.0 (2.2). 
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Oryzonzys pa1ustris.-One dry specimen froin Alabama and three in 
liquid from Kentucky resemble the bones of 0 .  cozlesi in every respect. The  
one dry specimen (shaft) is 3.5 mm. long and the base is 2.2 mm. wide. 
Oryzomys nze1anotis.-The baculum in this species is inore delicate than 
that of couesi. One specimen from Guerrero has a ventral keel on the shaft, 
the others have no keel. I suspect the latter are all of immature animals. 
T h e  basal end of the shaft is dumbbell-shaped in cross section. The  general 
outline of the bone is similar to that of couesi (PI. XXIV, e, f). However, 
the median cartilaginous process on the distal end is little more than a 
spicule. The distal end of the shaft is slightly expanded into a small knob. 
Measurements of seven (iinmatures?) from Jalisco and one adult from 
Guerrero are: length of shaft, 3.1-3.9 (3.5); width of base, 1.2-2.0 (1 5 ) .  
Oryzomys a1faroi.-We have two specimens from Puebla (1) and Chiapas 
(l), both in liquid. The  base of the shaft is broad as in the microtincs. In 
cross section i t  is dumbbell in shape in one specimen, more concave dorsally 
than ventrally in the other (PI. XXIV, a, b). The  shaft is gently curved up- 
ward and slightly enlarged on the distal end. Attached to the distal end are 
the three cartilaginous processes; the central one is smallest, the lateral ones 
curve outward then inward. The  1-elationships with microtines and with 
Signzodon are, I think, apparent. 
Oryzornys ~u1vescen.s.-The bone in this species is sinlilar to illat of al- 
laroi in general configuration. I t  differs from that spccies in having a dis- 
tinct keel on the ventral part of the shaft and in having a relatively thicker 
inedian cartilaginous process anteriorly. I have no dry speciinerls for meas- 
urements. 
GENUS LIi~ros1ony~ 
Dicrostonyx llzldron~us.-The base of the shaft of the baculuin has a 
condyle-like swelling on either side with a distinct median notch between 
them. The  inflated basal poition tapers into a parallel-sided shalt that is 
rounded at  the disti11 end. Three cartilaginous processes projcct froin the 
terminal portion (Pl. XXV, e). Hamilton (1946:381) indicates that in a 
single specimen ol D. groenlandzcus rubricatus "the lateial digital pro- 
cesses are partially ossified." 
T h e  supposed close relationship with Lemmus is not indicated by the 
baculum. Dearden (1958) gives the following measurements for three speci- 
mens of groenlandicus: length of shaft, 2.85-3.1 (2.95); width of base, 1.5- 
1.61 (1.54). 
GENUS Synaptomys 
Synapto~nys coopcri.-The rather smoothly rounded base has a shallow 
median notch posteriorly and a swollen, condyle-like projection on either 
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side. This tapers into the shaft which expands slightly at the terminus. 
Connected with this by cartilage are three small osseous processes; they are 
relatively short and thick, and the lateral ones are curved inward (Pl. XXV, 
c). As suggested by Hamilton (1946:381), the one figured by Hibbard and 
Rinker (1942) might possibly have lost the lateral processes in preparation. 
However, it is possible that in the isolated population of S. r.  paludis there 
is but one process. 
Measurements of seven specimens from Michigan (6) and Virginia (1) 
are: length of shaft, 1.8-2.5 (2.8); width of base, 0.7-1.2 (1.0). 
I2rmm7l.r hrlvo1us.-Hamilton (1946:381) described the bone as follows. 
"The long prominent digitate processes . . . set it off from all other genera 
of the Lemmi group and suggests affinities with the Microti. T h e  stalk is 
comparable in appearance to immature specimens of Microtus pennsyl- 
vanicus . . . and Clethrio?zomys gapperi, although more delicate in structure. 
The  entire dorsal surface [probably ventral in my interpretation] of the 
l~ase has a slight convexity, while the ventral area is slightly concave medi- 
ally, possessing two ill-defined condyles. The  digital processes are unique in 
their large six,  the median process approximating four-fifths the length of 
the stalk. I t  broadens perceptibly at  its base, each lateral margin carrying a 
spur that partially encloses the distal portion of the stalk. Just above these 
spurs arise the lateral processes, somewhat shorter and less robust than the 
median element. Measurements of the single specimen available: overall 
length, 3.9 mm; stalk, 2.1 mm; width of base, 1.1 mm; length of median 
process, 1.8 mm; lateral process, 1.3 mm." (PI. XXV, d, after Hamilton) 
For length of shaft of two specimens of L. trimucronatus, Dearden (1958) 
gives 2.68 and 2.71. 
Clethrionomys gnpperi.-The dorsoventrally flattened basal part of the 
baculum is broadly circular as seen Erom above, with the dorsal surface 
concave. I t  tapers rapidly to a blunt tip which is connected by cartilage to 
three ossified processes. T h e  processes vary in length, and are relatively long 
for the inicrotines (PI. XXV, a, b). I do not see the "spur" on the central 
process in any ol our specimens (Hamilton, 1946:382). 
Measurements (11 eleven specimens from Maine (2), Michigan (G), Min- 
nesota (I), North Carolina (I) ,  and Washington (1) are: length of basal 
stalk, 2.0-2.7 (2.4); width of base, 1 . G I  .7 (1.3). 
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Ph~nacomys 1ongicaudus.-The bacul~im in this species is quite tlis- 
tinct. The  distal end ol the shaft is expanded, "forming an ill-defined t ~ i -  
lobed extremity," (Hamilton, 1916:381). My speciirlen does not have the 
processes ankylosed to the distal end of the shalt '15 did Hamilton's (ibld.: 
382). Also, this is the only miciotine ex,uriinetl by me in which the latelal 
osseous processes ale la~ger  than the median one. The  shaft, iiom lateial 
view, culves upward (PI. XXV, f) .  Dearden's (1958) specimens had carti- 
laginous processes with a small osseous nodule in the central one. His 
measurements for thiee specimens are: length o f  jhaft, 2 53-2.70 (2.61); 
width of base, 1.67-1.81 (1.76). 
Mitrotus pe~~nsyI~~anic~ts.-The basal part ol the shaft is broad ant1 
angular; the lateral poi tions are condyle-like. Viewed from the end, the 
base is dumbbell-shaped with the greater concavity on the dorsal aspect 
(PI. XXIV, c, d). The  shaft proper tapers to a blunt point which has a 
cartilaginous connection with the three distal processes. These processes 
curve upward. In develol>ment, the main shaft ossifies first, then the laige 
central process followed closely b y  the smaller laterals. Hamilton (1916) 
pointed out the gl eat vai i'ltion, inclividual and agc, in bacula of this species. 
Measurements of 17 specimens fionl Tvlichipn (13), South Dakota (I) ,  
North Dakota (I), and Montana (2) ale: length of base (stalk), 2.4-3.1 
(2.8); width of base, 1.3-2.1 (1.6). Hamilton's (1046) series of 20 adults 
ave~aged slightly larger than the above (stalk, 3.1; width of base, 1.9). 
Microtus ca1ifornicz~s.-Sinlilar to that of penn sylvanitzis except that the 
basal portion is dorsoventrally flattened and not ~nedially notched in the 
one adult specimen (shaft only) available. The  shaft is 3.2 mm. long and 
1.7 nlm. wide at the base. 
Microtus 1ongicaudus.-From the five dry specimens available, the bacu- 
lum in this species appears to be similar in evely respect to that of M. 
pennsy lvanicus. 
Measuren~ents ol two specimens from Montana are: length of shaft, 3.1, 
2.8; width of base, 1.8, 1.5. 
Microtus 7nexicanz~~.-The shaft of the baculum in this species is fairly 
typical of microtines. From an end view, the broad basal part is deeply 
notched both dorsally and ventrally to give it a dulnbbell appearance. The  
distal processes are cartilaginous with a large osseous nodule in the central 
one and a very small osseous nodule on each side of and sligh~ly poste~ior 
to the tip of the main shalt (PI. XXIV, g, h). This is the only microtillc 
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examined that has this arrangement. The  nodules in orh~ogaster are more 
distal. I am not certain that all specimens of mexicanus have the lateral 
nodules in the adult stage. In good preparations they ale apparent, in some 
ol the poorer preparations, they seem to be absent. 
T h e  shaft of one specimen is 3.0 mm. long and its base is 1.4 mm. wide. 
Microtus oeconornus.-The baculu~ll of this species, represented by two 
speciinens in liquid from Kodiak Island, Alaska, differs from ~ennsyluani- 
cus in having a greater amount of cartilage separating the main shaft from 
the terminal ossified processes; also, the ossifications in the lateral processes 
are slender and elongate. One specimen is approximately 2.9 nlm. long with 
a base 1.3 mm. wide. 
Microtus ochrogaster.-The baculum in this species was figured and de- 
scribed by Hibbard and Rinker (1943) and again by Hamilton (194G). Hib- 
bard and Rinker found only a median osseous process distal to the main 
shaft in a series irorri Kansas. Hamilton found one of seven with ossification 
in the lateral processes. Of three cleared and stained specimens in our col- 
lection, from South Dakota, two have ossifietl nodules in the lateral pro- 
cesses. The  nodules are anterior to the distal end of the shaft, thus differing 
lrom mexicanz~s. The  basal part of the shaft is broad and flattened on top, 
deeply notched ventrally (Pl. XXIV, m, n). 
Measurements of two specimens are, respectively: length of shaft, 3.8, 
3.9; width of base, 1.5, 1.8. 
Pitynzys Pin~to7um.-Two specimens from Michigan do not fit the 
description and figures given by Hamilton (1946) for this species. The  broad 
angular base tapers rapidly into the shaft which is nearly parallel-sided 
through the middle, then expands slightly at the tip. There is a relatively 
wide cartilaginous connection between the shaft and the osseous terminal 
processes. The  median process is largest; the lateral ones curve upward and 
outward like little horns (PI. XXIV, k, 1). This is strikingly different from 
that described by Hamilton (ill id.) where the shaft tapers from the broad 
base to an acute point and the osseous processes are very small. A specimen 
from Oklahoma and five from Mkxico (quasinter) do  not have an expanded 
distal end of the shaft. They differ further from the Michigan specimens in 
that the base, whcn viewed from the end, is dumbbell-like, not convex dor- 
sally and concave ventrally. Larger series from throughout the range of the 
genus might show geographic variation in this element. 
Measurements of two specimens from Oklahoma (1) and Michigan (l), 
respectively, are: length of shaft, 2.5, 2.3; width of base, 1.4, 1.2. 
GENIJS Lag21?.21~ 
Dearden (1958) recently described and illustiated bacula in this genus. 
They arc typical ol the microtines with a basal shaft and three ossified 
digital processes terminally. I)earclen, by statistical analysis, thought he 
could distinguish some of the subspecies of L. rurtatus by this element 
alone. I suspect that had he studied larger series soine of the apparent dil- 
ferences ~rtight have disappe'lr cd. His iriean length ol shalt ranges fro111 l .9G 
(leuidensis, 12 specimens) to 2.746 (pallidus, 3 specimens). His extreme 
measurenlents, same two subspecies, a1 e I .(iO ant1 2.96. 
Sigmorlon hispidz~~.-The 1)aculum of the cottonrat is similar to those of 
ccrtain nlicrotines, particul'trly Ondntm. The  broad base tapers abruptly 
illto the laterally compresscd shaft which has a bulbous distal end (Pl. XXV, 
g, h). I do  not detect a distinct "keel" as described by Haniilton (1946) for 
this species. The  basal portion is U-shaped when viewed from the end, the 
concavity is dorsal. The  three cligitate processes are cartilaginous until late 
in development, when they becomc ossified. T h e  central process is rounded 
in cross section-it extends forward for about half its length then bends 
upward at a nearly right anglc. The lateral ossified processes dilfer Srom 
any microtines stuclied in that they are flattened and spatulate distally. 
There is a caitilaginous connection between the processes arid the shaft. 
Measurements of 18 specinlens troln Florida (7), Ari~ona (G), Oklahoma 
(I) ,  and MPxico (4)  ale: length of shalt, 4.7-6.8 (5.6); width of base, 2.3- 
3.3 (2.9). 
CFNUS Ondotla 
Ondntra zibethica.-The 1)aculum of the muskrat is the largest seen in 
inicrotines (Pl. XXV, i, j). In general, the basal part is wide and rugose with 
a condyl-like structure on each side. In some specimens there is a definite 
median notch at the base. A depression both above and below gives it a 
dumbbell shape when viewed from the end. T h e  shaft is usually curved 
upward, in some sharply, in others gradually. The  distal end of the shaft 
may be a roundecl point or it ]nay be slightly expanded. T h e  digitate plo- 
cesses are always ossified in adults. In most of my specimens the central one 
is longest and the other two are laterally compressed. Hamilton (1946) 
stated that the median one is shortest. The  processes are connected to the 
shaft by cartilage. 
Measurements of eight specimens lroin Nevada (I), Michigan (3), and 
North Carolina (1) are: length of shaft 5.5-6.8 (6.0); width oC base, 2.5-3.8 
(3.1). 
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The  two North American genera in this family, Zapus and Napaeozapzrs, 
have relatively simple bacula (PI. I). In both, the bone curves slightly up- 
ward then downward as it gradually tapers from the base to near the tip. 
A median, longitudinal groove on the dorsal surface of the expanded base is 
more pronounced in Zapus, also, the tip is dorsoventrally flattened whereas 
it is round in Napaeoznplu. Both were illustrated and briefly described by 
Krutzscll (1954). 
Zapzbs I.~z~dsoni~~~.-Bone as d scribed above; averages shortest of those 
examined. There is little apparent variation in available material (Pl. I, 
a, b). 
Measurements of 20 specimens from Michigan (IS), South Dakota (5), 
Oklahoma (I), and Virginia (1) are: length, 4.3-5.1 (4.68); width of base, 
0.5-0.7 (0.6); height ol base, 0.3-0.5 (0.4). 
Zapus princeps.-Similar to that of hudsonius, but slightly larger. 
Krutzsch (ibid.), in his illustration, indicates a laterally flattened tip, but 
in his description (p. 394) he states that the tip is "rounded and dished out 
in dorsal aspect. . . " 
Measurements of five specimens from Montana are: length, 4.7-6.0 (5.3); 
width of base, 0.5-0.9 (0.7); height of base, 0.4-0.6 (0.5). 
Zapus trinotatus.-I have no specimens; the following is from Krutzsch 
(1954), "Si~e large (total length 6.7 mm to 7.4 mm); base broad (0.7 inin to 
0.9 mm); tip broad (0.44 mm to 0.57 mm); spade-shaped in dorsal aspect 
and tilted upward, gradually tapering to thin-edged tip; shaft rounded, 
straight." His illustration shows this species to differ from the other two 
principally in the much broader tip. 
Napaeozapz~s insignis.-The bone differs from those of Zapus in having a 
round, not spatulate, distal end (Pl. I, c). 
Measurements of nine specimens from Maryland (2), West Virginia (Z) ,  
North Carolina (I), and Michigan (4) are: length, 5.2-6.3 (5.8); width of 
base, 0.5-0.9 (0.7); height of base, 0.4-0.7 (0.47). 
Erethizon dorsaturn.-There is considerable variation in detailed shape 
of the baculum in the porcupine. I have five specimens from Montana. They 
all have bulbous bases and all are flattened dorsoventrally. In two, the distal 
end comes to an acute point (PI. I, e). In  one, the distal end is pointed, but 
blunt, and in the other two the distal end is rounded. They differ in shape 
from all other North American rodents examined. 
Measurements of the five specimens (one apparently young) are: length, 
12.0-16.2 (13.7); height of base, 1.5-2.4 (2.1); width of base, 3.1-5.0 (4.3). 
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